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Foreword
In Rising Crime and the Dismembered Family Norman Dennis develops
further the argument first advanced in his and George Erdos'
seminal study, Families Without Fatherhood. He calls attention to the
role of a new class of `conformist intellectuals' in undermining what
common sense tells us about rising crime and family breakdown.
Usually armed with a self-image of anti-establishment radicalism,
conformist intellectuals deny that the family is breaking down. It
has, they say, only been changing. Nor, in the conformist's view, has
there been a rise in crime, only an increase in 'moral panic'.
Norman Dennis demolishes these claims by carefully drawing
attention to the unadorned facts, and he highlights a wider problem
which has affected academic life on both sides of the Atlantic: that
social affairs intellectuals are strongly inclined to subscribe to the
politically-correct doctrines of the day. The result is that universities,
instead of being havens for fearless seekers after truth, have become
easy berths for conformists who are reluctant to allow the inconvenient facts to spoil a good theory.
Freedom of the Press Combats Political Correctness
Fortunately, the role of the academic as the bold investigator and
iconoclastic commentator has been taken on by the press and it is
due largely to the courage of some journalists that it has proved
possible to stimulate a public debate about rising crime and family
breakdown.
It was during 1989 that the IEA set out to draw attention to the
growing problems caused by the decline of the traditional family. It
embarked on a research programme linked to a series of `consensus
conferences' which were intended to bring together analysts of
differing views to explore the extent and nature of their contrasting
opinions. Financial support for the project initially came from the
Dulverton Trust which supported the first consensus conference in
February 1990. From April 1990, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation
provided a major grant towards the project and particular praise
should go to Richard Best for recommending support for a project
greeted with more than a little scepticism by some of his colleagues.
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The main funding for the research work came from the Esmée
Fairbairn Charitable Trust, and our special thanks go to Sir Robert
Andrew and the Trustees.
Gaining support from trusts which see it as their task to support
pioneering projects was not the most difficult problem. The real
challenge was to break through the barrier of political correctness
which had closed the minds of the great majority of academics. There
were no more than a handful willing to face the wrath of their
colleagues and Professor Halsey of the University of Oxford and
Norman Dennis of the University of Newcastle upon Tyne deserve
high praise for their courage in speaking out.
No less important in facilitating public debate was the freedom of
the press. Among the first journalists to break the mould in the
national press was Nick Wood with a report in The Times on 5 June
1990. He followed up with a piece in October of that year1 and again
in July 19912 with an article headed, `Professor shudders for the next
generation', which reported Professor Halsey's remarks, made at an
IEA seminar, that many children brought up in one-parent families
were not flourishing.
The next batch of reports followed some remarks by Peter
Dawson, then secretary of the Professional Association of Teachers,
who quoted Professor Halsey's comments as reported in Nick
Wood's article. He became the target for angry criticism by singlemother lobbyists. Columnists then began to pick up the story.
Heather Kirby was among the first to produce a serious column, also
in The Times,3 and on the same day Melanie Phillips wrote a hardhitting piece for The Guardian.
Interest lapsed until the publication of Families Without Fatherhood
in September 1992. It attracted serious attention from journalists, but
academics generally preferred to give it the cold shoulder. Notable
were articles by Suzanne Moore in The Guardian, Norman Macrae in
The Sunday Times and Clifford Longley in The Times. More recently,
Janet Daley of The Times has focused attention on the issue and Paul
Barker has produced a thoughtful review in The Times Literary
Supplement.4 Norman Macrae, with characteristic fearlessness, has
returned to the theme from time to time and The Sunday Times has
generally provided space for regular careful discussion, focusing
vii

especially on the work of Charles Murray. Melanie Phillips produced
several columns in The Guardian and the Observer and more lately an
article in The Tablet. Melanie Phillips perhaps deserves most praise
for her courage in ramming home to readers of The Guardian and the
Observer what must have been an unwelcome message.
In The Tablet she has put on record the attitude she found typical
among social affairs intellectuals. Following the IEA seminar in July
1991 she had telephoned a prominent social scientist of the left to ask
for details of the research findings on which he based his hostility to
the claims of Halsey and Dennis that children from broken homes
performed less well. It is worth reproducing her words in full:
he released a stream of emotional invective, calling into question the mental
faculties of those distinguished academics and asking excitedly: "What do these
people want? Do they want unhappy parents to stay together?" After being
pressed repeatedly to identify the research which repudiated the Halsey-Dennis
thesis, he said, in summary, this: of course it was correct as far as the research was
concerned, but where did that get anyone? Nowhere! Was it possible to turn back
the clock? Of course not! And why were they so concerned above all else for the
rights of the child? What about the rights of the parents, which were just as
important?

The left's problem, according to Melanie Phillips, is that it has
`elevated the pursuit of individual gratification into a noble and
heroic ideal'. No one lifestyle could be admitted to be better than any
other for fear of offending minority sensibilities, so that, `Gradually,
no one was allowed to be normal. The very word was an affront'.5
This excessive individualism is not, however, confined to the left.
And we all urgently need to accept responsibility to do our bit to
refashion a new consensus on family life.
Fortunately, the intellectual conformists are now on the retreat.
The freedom of the press and the courage of a few academics like
Norman Dennis and Professor Halsey has saved us from monolithic
political correctness. The next task is to discover what can be done to
restore the ideal of the two-parent family, supported by the grandparents and aunts and uncles of the extended family, and in doing
so to avoid resort to extremes, always a possibility when it becomes
necessary to correct fundamentals. No one has done more than
Norman Dennis to help reconstruct a new, moderate and attainable
ideal of family life, and for this reason Crime and the Dismembered
viii

Family deserves the same careful attention that Families Without
Fatherhood has received.
David G. Green
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Men are qualified for civil liberty
in exact proportion to their
disposition to put moral chains upon
their own appetites;
in proportion as their love of justice
is above their rapacity;
in proportion as their soundness and
sobriety of understanding
is above their vanity and presumption;
in proportion as they are more
disposed to listen to the counsels of
the wise and good,
in preference to the flattery of knaves.
Society cannot exist unless a
controlling power upon will and
appetite be placed somewhere,
and the less of it there is within,
the more there must be without.
It is ordained in the eternal
constitution of things
that men of intemperate minds
cannot be free.
Their passions forge their fetters.
Burke
Letter to a Member
of the National Assembly
The hungry sheep look up,
and are not fed,
But swolln with wind
and the rank mist they draw,
Rot inwardly,
and foul contagion spread;
Besides what the grim wolf
with privy paw
Daily devours apace, and nothing said.
Milton
Lycidas
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Preface
The argument in this essay comes from a life-time of conversation
with my oldest friend, A.H. (Chelly) Halsey, who co-authored
English Ethical Socialism with me. Our views on the role of intellectuals and especially contemporary pundits of social affairs are
identical, and our explanation of both family change and its
consequences are a straightforward inference from ethical socialism
applied to the facts. We refuse to ignore the findings of research on
the life chances of the child from the family where both parents were
married when the child was born, and where both parents successfully struggled to stay together to look after it. The life chances of
such a child are on the average better than those of the child from
any other situation of conception and child-rearing that is at all
possible on a large scale, and much better than those of the child
from the father-absent situation. We want social policy and, of
greater significance, the sound public opinion that must underpin it,
to begin with the recognition of that truth.
Through the good offices of my old friend Dr. D.G. Green, and
having survived the IEA's refereeing process, I am publishing this
essay through the Institute of Economic Affairs, as a contribution to
his efforts to explore the moral basis of a free society, consonant with
the facts as far as we can honestly establish them, without which his
ideal of civic capitalism is as much a chimera as my ideal of ethical
socialism.
Professor Halsey intends to submit evidence to the Labour Party's
Commission on Social Justice advocating support for the socialism
that springs from strong families. Both his submission and my essay
tell essentially the same story.
My largest debt of longest standing is to Chelly Halsey and next,
`in the precincts of battle', to David Green. But for many years some
members of the Department of Social Policy at the University of
Newcastle upon Tyne have met at lunch time on Thursdays, and
have continued to meet when they have gone on to other (we would
never admit better) places, as George Erdos has gone to the Department of Psychology, and Jon Davies has gone on to become Head of
the Department of Religious Studies. The influence of the great
xii

authority on Durkheim, W.S.F. Pickering, still more than lingers in
his absence at far-away Oxford. Friends who have retired often come
back to join in the discussions about anything under the sun, Peter
Collison, Betty Gittus and Harry Powell. David Robinson and Alan
Hind, doing real work and pursuing left-wing causes, come as our
former students to let us know what is really going on in the world.
Hardly ever absent and for that reason as for others the pillars of
the group are Ahmed al Shahi, John Kennedy and of course George
Erdos. It is thus a very mixed group: sociologists, including a
sociologist of religion, anthropologists, a social psychologist and
statisticians, one of whom is particularly interested in the philosophy
of science. Always welcome are less regular attenders from other
disciplines, including the disciplines of demography and social
policy. Though the group is mixed in its final as well as its initial
position on any particular topic, it would probably strike the
outsider as predominantly liberal-left, but with the strongest single
contingent explicitly labelling themselves `ethical socialists'.
For several months George Erdos and I have been preoccupied
together with the current version of the oldest problem of social
philosophy and politics: what is the best attainable balance between
the liberty of the individual and the common good and, under the
specific conditions of contemporary British society, how can the
desirable balance be struck a little more exactly? An aspect of that
has been a discussion of the recent changes in the structures within
which children are reared. An aspect of that in turn has been the
recent role of intellectuals, by commission or omission, in helping
bring them about. My focus is thus quite a narrow one. My intention
is not to deal directly with the causes of the deterioration of civil life
in this country and the causes of the changes in the institutions of
kinship. I touch on these enormously important matters only in
passing. I also only touch on the relationship between rising crime
and the dismembered family. My primary concern here is with the
failure of British society for the past thirty years or so to face up to
the growing seriousness of its problems of citizenship and childrearing.
The problems have not been faced because it has been systematically and successfully denied that there were any such problems. The
xiii

growth in crime has been dismissed as the creation of ill-informed
people in the throes of a moral panic. The withdrawal of men from
parenthood within a family setting has been celebrated as an
improvement on the situation which had previously prevailed.
But there are, at last, many signs that the pernicious consensus
shared by conformist social-affairs' intellectuals is crumbling under
the sheer weight of the facts that contradict it. If this essay plays any
part in hastening its collapse it will have served its purpose. The
more conformists who come forward to deny they were ever part of
such a consensus, and later (as is typically the case) to deny that such
a consensus ever existed, the more hopeful the future will look.

Norman Dennis
Sunderland
10 September 1993
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1
Civic Safety and the Family Transformed
Thirty or forty years ago two features of everyday life in England
began their extraordinary transformation, the results of which are
now beyond all denial. One was in the prevalence of criminal
conduct. The other was in the attitudes and activities associated with
family life, as that term had been understood for at least the
preceding one hundred years.
In 1955 crime was still recognizably at the level it had maintained
since the middle of the nineteenth century, though it had recently
broken the barrier of the 1,000 crimes per 100,000 of the population.
The crime rate had been below 1,000 per 100,000 year by year and
decade by decade. Through the blessings of peace-time and the
stresses laid upon society by the absence and death of fathers at war;
through boom and slump; through low unemployment and high
unemployment; through the horrors of the mid-Victorian urban
experience and the gradually emerging welfare state, for most of the
period it had been stable at about half that level, rising gradually
from just before the Great War to the early 1950s.
It then began its rapid rise. By 1960 the rate had risen by 700 per
100,000, to 1,700 per 100,000, that is, it had risen in the short period
1955-60 by more than the total annual rate in each of the years of the
two or three previous generations of English people.
But from 1960 the rate of increase loses all comparison with the
annual rates which had previously been the norm. In the following
five years of exceptionally low unemployment, during what
Bogdanor and Skidelsky called the age of affluence,1 the rate rose to
2,600 per 100,000. The usual explanation was that people were less
likely to behave themselves well when the money in their pockets
removed the requirement that they must live their lives prudently.
Low unemployment was particularly to blame for the rise in the
crime rate. Why should a young man worry about his reputation, or
even his criminal record, when he could walk with ease from one job
1

to another? The only experience of the previous three generations
was of the coincidence of high unemployment and insecure employment with what by the 1960s were recognized in retrospect as low
and stable crime rates. When low unemployment and more secure
employment coincided with sharply rising crime rates, the explanation that `high unemployment causes crime', while at the time it had
been a reasonable hypothesis of the cause of such crime as there was
in the first half of the century, lost all its plausibility.
It was widely taken for granted that a delinquent from a home
where there was no father (other than from the family of a dead man
and his widow), in those days called without distinction a broken
home, was automatically entitled to the court's sympathy. His was
an obvious and proven delinquency-provoking background. Indeed,
the home need only be `broken' to the extent that a parent was not
there when the child returned from school. The growth in juvenile
crime, it was widely canvassed, was partly attributable to the
deficiencies in supervision, and the lack of affection they felt their
parents had for them, of `latch-key children'.
By 1970 the
rate of increase had brought the figure to 3,200 per 100,000. In 1980
the rate, 5,100 per 100,000, was ten times that which had been almost
unchanged year by year from mid-Victorian times until just before
the Second World War. Unemployment and Thatcherite greed were
now the commonly attributed causes, together with (even though the
material standard of living and housing standards were markedly
higher than in the previous decades of low crime) poverty2 and poor
housing.3
The rate was 7,300 per 100,000 by 1985—over seven times the rate
thirty years before. The rate in 1991, 10,000 per 100,000, was ten times
what it had been in 1955, and the rise in the rate in the year 1990-91
was twice the total rate for the year 1955.
At the beginning of this century (1900-04) the total number of
crimes recorded by the police in the whole of England and Wales ran
at an annual average of just over 84,000. The rate was 258 per 100,000
population. At the beginning of the 1990s the number of crimes
recorded by the police in a twelve-month period in one district of
one city, the West End of Newcastle upon Tyne, was 13,500. The rate
was one in three of the residents—33,000 per 100,000.4 In the
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Sunderland of 1938 the bicycle, in number and as a working-class
possession of value and means of transport, was roughly comparable
to the motor car today. In the whole of that year, in the whole of the
town, 50 were known by the police to have been stolen.5 In the first
six months of 1993 90 cars were stolen or broken into in Sunderland
on a single car park of 197 spaces.6
If we take the figure for armed robbery, an offence the growth of
which in the statistics could not be significantly accounted for by
changes in reporting (more telephones, for example) and recording
(changes in the law, changes in police procedures), we see that it was
such a small problem that no figures were generally published until
twenty years ago. In 1970 there were 480 armed robberies. By 1990
there were 3,900, and this rose in the following year to 5,300. This
was an eleven-fold increase on 1970, and the increase in the single
year was three times the total in 1970.7 If we consider the total
number, and not the rate of all cases of robbery, armed or not, the
rise in England and Wales in the twelve months from 1990 to 1991
was two-and-a-half times all cases of robbery recorded in the entire
period between the two world wars. These crimes were overwhelmingly the activity of young males. Any explanation of the rise in
crime must therefore put at its centre that fact.
The other major change was in the activities of conceiving and
rearing children. Thirty or forty years ago these were closely
monitored by nearly every adult who came into contact with a
mature couple. The intention was to ensure that, as far as possible,
before a man had sexual intercourse with a woman, he should
undertake far-reaching, long-lasting, and wide-ranging commitments to his possible child and the mother of his possible child. (It
was not until the Lambeth Conference of 1930 that the bishops of the
Church of England accepted that there could be `a morally sound
reason' for practising sexual intercourse within marriage when it
could not lead to a child being conceived.) Binding obligations
concerning procreation, child care, child rearing, and the type of care
of adults for one another which could not be replaced from either
professional or commercial sources, were required from the man
within the social institution of the family. With increasing success
and speed that control has been shaken off.
The man's duties
3

towards his children and the mother of his children have been
privatized—made into his own, from being a public affair—in three
ways.
First, there has been an increase in the freedom for fathers (as
there was for mothers) to leave their spouse, and for fathers to leave
or lose their children. Legal changes—as always—were much less
important than changes in public opinion. The law reached only a
few crude externals of the immensely complicated, dense and finemeshed web of British society's rules, expectations and practices
touching on family conduct. These rules ranged from the ban on
adultery to what was seemly language or scarcely perceptible
gestures in a given situation. They were discussed and enforced,
with variations, in Pall Mall clubs and pitmen's quoits games, in
bourgeois suburb and corner shop. But changes in the law track and
can stimulate (usually unpredicted and often undesired) changes in
the complex and subtle (for all practical purposes, infinitely complex
and subtle) social fabric of the time.
Up to the middle of the nineteenth century legal divorce was
almost unknown in England. On any of several calculations the
numbers were negligible. The Lord Chancellor's estimate in 1857 was
that in the sixty years 1715 to 1775 there had been only sixty
divorces. In the eighty-two years following, from 1775 to 1857, there
had been two or three annually. Lawrence Stone found 17 divorces
in the century 1650-1749. In the next half-century, to 1799, he
estimated that there were a further 116. Bromley suggests there were
about 200 divorces in the century 1757-1857. Joseph Jackson put the
figure at 229.8
The divorce rate did not exceed 1,000 until 1914, and did not
exceed 10,000 until 1942. In 1971, the first year of the operation of the
Divorce Reform Act 1969, well over 100,000 new petitions were filed.
Now there are well over 100,000 divorces a year where there are one
or more children in the family.9
Socialization and social control, far more important than the law,
were constantly losing their power to produce, and even the
intention of producing, effective and successfully committed fathers.
Women increasingly took the initiative in dismissing the fathers
from their duties. They were judged so defective by their wives in
4

one or more respects that the wives would rather have them
fulfilling only those duties that could be discharged outside the
matrimonial home, or no duties at all. By 1989 just under threequarters of all new petitions were filed by the wife.10
Only 1 in 80 marriages celebrated in 1951 ended in divorce before
the sixth anniversary. This was the case for one in nine of the couples
married in 1981. For twenty years from 1961 the speed of this social
change was `truly dramatic', as the Family Policy Studies Centre put
it.11 In 1961 32,000 new petitions had been filed. In 1971 the figure
had reached 111,000. In 1990 it was 192,000.12 From being the country
with one of the lowest rates of divorce in Europe among those with
laws that permitted divorce, England became the country with the
highest.13
Divorce rates only levelled out because a second and even more
fundamental change took place. There was a marked growth in the
number and proportion of couples who no longer regarded their
private project of living together as requiring the formality even of
the marriage that was nobody's business but their own. The man was
less and less required by the woman, or anyone else in his social
circles, to make a binding commitment to the possible mother of his
children before he could have, without public censure and other
penalties, regular sexual intercourse with her in a common household. This trend started with the cohabitation of couples who
eventually married each other. In 1986-87 a sample of married
women were asked whether they had cohabited with the man who
was to become the husband of their first marriage. Of those married
in 1966 only 2 per cent had thus cohabited before marriage. The
proportion had tripled among the women marrying in 1971 to 7 per
cent. It had nearly tripled again by 1976 to 19 per cent. By 1987
cohabitation before marriage had become almost the common as not
cohabiting before marriage. For all marriages, not just first marriages, it had become commoner, and among married men much
commoner (58 per cent).14 Among a sample of nearly 11,500 people
who were aged 33 on a certain day in 1991, 10 per cent were
cohabiting at the time of the survey; about one third of those living
with their first spouse had cohabited with the spouse before
marriage; and 80 per cent had done so among those in their second
5

or subsequent marriage.15 By the 1990s `partner' was the normal term
by which the most staid organizations addressed even husbands and
wives and `current relationship' had become the euphemism for
`marital status' in social surveys.
The 1960s' hope, that `trial marriages' would be the basis of
greater stability when marriage was finally undertaken, has not been
borne out by the facts. Marriages after cohabitation are more likely
to end in divorce than marriages without prior cohabitation.
Cohabitation is much more likely to end in lone parenthood than is
marriage.16 In recent years a new phenomenon has emerged; `living
together living apart'—i.e. sexual partners registering their own
children together, but from separate addresses.17
The third change concerned something more than just two adults
living together, namely, the domestic circumstances under which
children would be born and brought up. It concerned especially the
degree of certainty the child could enjoy that its father would be
permanently committed to looking after it. During the first half of
this century the percentage of births where the father had not
committed himself by marriage remained at around 4 to 5 per cent,
with the exception of the period around the time of both World
Wars. During the Great War it peaked at 6 per cent. During World
War II illegitimacy peaked at 9 per cent.18 The ratio fell again after
each period so that `in the early 1950s the percentage of births
outside marriage in the United Kingdom was still only slightly
higher than it had been fifty years earlier'.19
In 1961 6 per cent of all births occurred without the man's having
publicly committed himself to the child through marriage. In 1971
the figure was only sightly higher, 8 per cent. In 1981 it was still only
13 per cent. But in the 1980s children were born with ever-increasing
frequency outside marriage, accounting by 1991 for over 30 per cent
of all births, and among mothers born in the United Kingdom, for 32
per cent of all births.20 Between 1986 and 1990 the number of nevermarried lone mothers almost doubled. Among all lone-parent
families this was the group that was growing most rapidly, and in
1991 for the first time these unmarried father-absent situations
formed a larger group than that of households headed by a divorced
lone mother.21 In 1961, where their mothers were under the age of 20,
6

53,000 babies had, and 13,000 had not, a publicly committed father.
By 1989 the figures had almost exactly reversed, 13,000 with, and
48,000 without.
The number of births to teenagers rose rapidly to a peak in 1990.
In 1991 83 per cent of all children born to teenagers were without a
father committed to the child by marriage. If the recent study of
pregnancy rates among females under the age of 20 admitted to NHS
hospitals in the Tayside area for delivery or abortion between 1980
and 1990 gives an indication of the national situation, then
fatherhood-free teenage siring is a feature of the lives of the women
least able to cope with tasks of lone-parent child-rearing. The
pregnancy rate was six times higher in the poorest areas of Tayside
than in the most affluent areas. The pregnant teenagers from the least
affluent areas were also less likely to have an abortion, and therefore
more likely to have a sociologically fatherless baby.22
No man is a perfect father. Some men are the worst enemies of
their wives and children. The separation of impregnation from
pregnancy is a fact which allows the man to escape the consequences
of procreation in a way and to a degree that is quite impossible for
the woman. These things have always been true in all societies. What
is new about ours is that the whole project of creating and maintaining the skills and motivations of fatherhood, and of imposing on
men duties towards their own children that are as difficult as
possible to escape, is being abandoned. What is more, for the first
time in history on any large scale, the lead in requiring that the
project be aborted has been taken by women.23 Young men with a
short-term view of life and hedonistic values have looked on with
quiet delight, scarcely able to believe their luck. The adverse
consequences of their sexual liberation do not fall, however, only on
them.24
There is never any lack of reasons for our taking from others what
law or custom says belongs to them, but which we know we are
really entitled to. By our and we, I mean literally you and I. Nor is
there ever any lack of reasons for venting our righteous anger in
verbal and physical assaults on people who have unjustly given us
less than our due in affection, income, honour, or career advancement; or on the premises of the firm for whom they work; or on the
7

home and family of the rat who grassed on us; or randomly upon
any property or persons in the society which has failed to give us our
due. In that sense poor income, poor employment prospects, poor
housing, or poor standing in one's workplace, at whatever standards
that define what is `poor', are the cause of crime, just as righteous
territorial demands are the cause of aggressive wars and campaigns
of ethnic cleansing.
The problem for people who want to live in peace and see their
society increase in scale, efficiency and mutuality, constantly seeking
the optimal adaptation of personal freedom to the common good, is
how to handle these resentments in a constructive manner, whether
as a family, a neighbourhood, a city, a nation or a whole world.
The consequences for children of dismantling sociological
fatherhood have been documented by George Erdos and me in
Families Without Fatherhood.25 But there are consequences that are
even more profound and which reach far beyond the child in the
family without fatherhood. Only some boys and girls today are
children from father-absent families. But all boys and young men
without exception—whether they are one month old or ten years old
or twenty-five years old—face their future with progressively
reducing social pressure or social training to become responsible and
competent husbands and fathers. By training I do not mean the blunt
instrument of formal lessons.26 Fatherhood is learned like a language.
It is assimilated like one's native tongue or not at all. It is transmitted
through the countless messages of reinforcement and restriction that
come every day, from the moment of birth, through parents, other
kinsfolk, neighbours, and passing strangers. These messages
embody, like one's native tongue, the common sense of generations,
derived from the experience of ordinary people as well as the
contributions of geniuses, of what has proved benign and practicable
in everyday life.
That is not a doctrine of `a Golden Age'. It is the doctrine of
problems presented and perennially re-presented by human nature.
It is the doctrine that maintaining an equitable pattern of rights and
duties is infinitely more difficult than devising one. It is the doctrine
that sometimes these stubborn problems have been partly solved. In
societies fortunate in their intellectuals, such solutions that have
8

proven humane and decent in practice have been retained. In dealing
specifically with the man's conduct in sexual relations and child
rearing, it is the doctrine of holding on to any hard-won progress.
This has occurred if and when our parents and grandparents, and
their parents and grandparents, have been lucky enough to inherit
a language of fatherhood capable of being improved upon, and
when they have been wise and competent enough to improve it.
The real doctrine of the `mythical Golden Age' is that of the
Golden Age of present practices and values, which dismisses as
worthless, where they were not malignant, the values and practices
of their own fathers, grandfathers and great-grandfathers; or when
that is put to them directly, other people's fathers, grandfathers and
great-grandfathers.
If we are looking for something that has profoundly changed for
young males in the twenty or thirty years during which many of
them have gone on the rampage, it is not increasing poverty. We
have become richer. It is not a deteriorating housing stock. Housing
has been progressively improved. It is not high unemployment. The
trend of the crime rate has been upward through periods of low
unemployment. It is in the social definition of what it is to be a
mature man, and social definition is partly the work of a society's
intellectuals. Their work is always slow in helping to create a culture,
but can be swift in dismantling it. Under modern conditions of mass
communication and entertainment the undermining of other
people's hard-won culture by pressure-group propaganda is their
facile and enduring achievement; they can easily destroy what it
passes their wit to rebuild.

9

2
The Individualizing and Rationalizing
Intelligentsia
As C. Wright Mills insisted, in modern complex societies we all live
to a greater or lesser extent in second-hand worlds; and these worlds
are to a greater or lesser extent constructed for us by those who seek
and are given access to the channels through which powerful
impulses of persuasion can flow. The quality of our lives is determined by meanings we have received from others, and `no man
stands alone directly confronting a world of solid fact'. To be a
sociologist, he said, was to accept that as a datum.1 The intellectual,
living or dead, is the effective definer of the facts (what are to be
regarded as the facts) of past, present and future situations. The
intellectual is the effective definer, also, of the appropriate response,
i.e. the moral response, to the facts so defined.
Some sociologists, therefore, have seen it as being one of their
most important tasks to explore the world-view of intellectuals who
are involved in these activities of description and judgement. The
very limited and modest aim of these sociologists, and if you like
their trawl in very shallow waters, is to explain only in the sense of
describing the intentions of the actor, and the actor's personal view
of the facts and ethics of his present situation. It is `explanation', that
is, limited to understanding or interpretation. The theory that
conduct depends on the one hand upon the actors' subjective
perception of the facts about their objective situation, and on the
other upon their beliefs about how they should react to what they
believe their situation to be (i.e. their values), is linked in its modern
sociological forms with the name of the German sociologist Max
Weber. To avoid disputes about what the words interpretation and
understanding are to mean in these contexts the key word for both
them is often left in the German: das Verstehen; verstehende sociology.
`We can accomplish something that is never attainable in the natural
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sciences, namely the subjective understanding of the action of the
component individuals.'2
The sociology of understanding is based upon the assumption that
human beings are fundamentally different from any other object of
investigation in this respect (at any rate in degree if not as compared
with some higher, non-human, animals in kind): they have a highly
developed capacity to imagine quite complicated future states of
affairs. What is possible in the future, being necessarily unknowable,
frees the human being to an unusual extent from the facts of the case.
But what is also peculiar and crucial is the capacity and indeed
strong propensity of human beings to base their conduct upon these
imagined future states of affairs.
To a lesser but still very considerable extent a peculiarity of
human beings is their ability to base their conduct upon possibly
quite fanciful perceptions of what the facts of the present situation
are, from which they must start on their project of realizing their
intentions. Closely related to that, human beings possess a peculiar
capacity to communicate possibly fanciful accounts both of what the
future can hold, and of what is true in the present. They can do this
innocently and authentically, in which case (if they are wrong) they
are acting under an illusion (at the extreme they are mentally ill). Or
they can do it inauthentically, in which case we say they are lying.
Interpretative sociology believes in the superiority of statements
based upon methods (`scientific' methods) designed to minimize as
far as possible the human tendency to believe whatever suits one at
the time. That is what Weber meant, and that is the only thing that
he meant, when he said that this type of sociology is value-free.
It applies scientific methods only to descriptions of the various
empirically-existing constellations of beliefs about the facts, and the
various empirically-existing moral judgements upon those conjectured facts. These descriptions are not in themselves assessments by
the sociologist on the accuracy of the facts or judgements on the
validity of the morals of the world-view studied. The task of the
interpretative sociologist is limited to the understanding, in the
Weberian sense of the term, of the particular world-view or worldviews under investigation, on the merits of which she or he remains,
as sociologist, neutral. `Whirl is King, having driven out Zeus.' A
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reasonable contribution of sociology—of Weberian sociology—was
to make some sense of the components of that whirl.
Weber insisted, further, that it was not for sociologists to abuse
their position in the lecture hall and impose their own view of the
facts and least of all their own values or lack of them on their
students. That, he said, was an `outrage'. For the words of the
sociologist as academic are then `not plough-shares to loosen the soil
of contemplative thought; they are swords against their enemies'.
But most of all he insisted that outside the lecture hall, on a level
playing-field of debate, the sociologist as citizen is not prohibited
from saying what she or he thinks of the version of the facts or
epistemological relativity presented by others, and the system of
morality or moral nihilism implied in their statements and silences.
Quite the contrary: `to come out clearly and take a stand is one's
damned duty'.3
What has been the social role generally of the intellectual in the
urban-industrial world?
In the eighteenth century the new social-affairs intellectuals
played the role recommended by Edward Said in the first of the BBC
Reith Lectures 1993: that of the disrupter of the current consensus.
The ideas of the eighteenth-century dissenters from the monarchical
and clerical consensus, the ideas of the Enlightenment, became the
intellectual consensus of the West in the nineteenth century.
Social-affairs intellectuals in the nineteenth century shared the
very widespread belief in the inevitability of improvement in human
conduct and social cooperation. What had happened to the most
favoured sections of the populations of Western Europe and the
United States, technologically and socially, would eventually happen
all over the world.
Reformist social-affairs intellectuals foresaw the continuous and
peaceful but nevertheless rapid spread of these advantages.4
Progressive revolutionary doctrines foresaw an imminent transformation of the advanced industrial nations with all their existing
riches unequally distributed, into societies of generalized plenty. In
these revolutionary doctrines (the most important of which proved,
of course, to be Marxism) the administration of things would
abruptly replace the government of men. Freed from the necessity to
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work as employees by modern technology and by the just distribution of its products, people would engage in useful or aesthetic
activities for the joy which creative activity gives the human being
as such, and especially for the joy of creative activity for the benefit
of others. The rough climb which had constituted the pre-history of
humankind would be completed on the high plateau of a changeless,
everlastingly peaceable, egalitarian and altruistic utopia.5
Until the `revolt against reason' at the end of the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth centuries—let me mention Nietzsche and
Sorel6—the major postulate in all of these progressive reformist and
revolutionary doctrines was that more and more people would base
their conduct on rationally- and logically-based perceptions of, and
moral judgements upon, their physical and social world and their
own position within it. Progress, on this view, both depended upon
and would foster scientific modes of thought. In sociology the
synonym `positivistic' was often substituted for `scientific'.7 The
definition of the factual and moral situation would incrementally
come to correspond to `real' reality, by giving cognizance only to
those facts and theories which for the time being had withstood the
most rigorous exposure to empirical investigation, and responses to
`real' reality would be increasingly just and benign.
Superstition, the medieval fantasies of received religion, and the
reactionary dreams of restoring the sanctified social order of
feudalism were as far from the mainstream of thought as was the
extreme libertarianism of Max Stirner's The Ego and Its Own.8 It was
the age of reason.9
The social basis of Western societies was visibly and incontrovertibly being transformed from community to association; from the
solidarity that stems from similarity to solidarity that stems from the
division of differential labour; from cooperation between people
defined by their unchangeable statuses, to cooperation between
people joined and separated as parties to mutually convenient
contracts.
As the twentieth century progressed it became obvious that
modern social conditions were not forcing rational and logical
perceptions upon the intelligentsia. On the contrary, the freedom
from famine, plague, and rapine afforded for considerable periods
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in the most favoured of the industrialized and urbanized countries
increasingly disclosed itself as a breeding-ground for not only the
most diverse perceptions of reality and conceptions of what
constitutes good and evil conduct, but for philosophies which denied
that there were better or worse versions of the truth, and better or
worse modes of social conduct. With plentiful supplies of food,
clothing, shelter, health care and so forth, the illusion could begin to
flourish that this was a permanent and guaranteed condition.
For discrete individuals (and a fortiori for comfortably-off
intellectuals), as distinct from all individuals in the long term, the
painful consequences of failing to test assumptions and predictions
against actual occurrences—the failure to exercise adequately the
great human capacity of common sense which, as Arendt said, is
nothing but our mental organ for perceiving, understanding, and
dealing with reality and factuality10—were now greatly mitigated.
Notions about the faults of such societies were free to proliferate in
ignorance of, or even with scorn for rational and logical modes of
investigation and argument. We are reminded once again of
Proudhon's passing remark on `the fecundity of the unexpected',
which far exceeds not only the statesman's prudence, but also the
predictive powers of social science.
Surprisingly (surprisingly if nineteenth century assumptions had
any substance) within their cocoon of riches social-affairs intellectuals did not move uniformly towards greater rationality. The results
of human action, as distinct from the end-products of fabrication,
had patently escaped the nineteenth century's bold efforts at reliable
prediction.
Weberian sociology itself developed out of the recognition of the
new conditions under which the intellectual was now defining the
factual and moral situation. As I have observed above, it itself
adhered firmly to the nineteenth-century faith in the superiority of
scientific, positivistic, procedures as a way of bringing perceptions
into line with hard reality. But it took for granted neither continuous
progress nor, specifically, the growing dominance of rational
investigation and logical argument generally.
Cutting across this classification of the intelligentsia transmitting
the heritage of the Enlightenment as against the emerging pessimis14

tic and non- or anti-scientific intelligentsia, was the classification that
depended on an intellectual's theory of social causation.
One tradition stems from Marxism, and gives primacy, where it
does not give an exclusive place, to material influences on human
conduct. `In the social production of their lives', as Marx wrote in a
familiar and emphatic passage, `men enter into relations that are
indispensable and independent of their will', and these indispensable
relations, outside any individual's sphere of choice, are created by
the necessities of utilizing to the full the existing means of the
production of material necessities. People's perception of what is
factually true and their judgement of what is morally appropriate do
not determine their response to their material conditions. Their
material conditions determine both the how they will perceive their
world and what their morality will be. `It is not the consciousness of
men that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social
being that determines their consciousness.'11
Of course this doctrine has been interpreted in many ways in
different societies and at different times. The materialist doctrine has
slowly soaked through and dried out of many progressive layers.
After 134 years it has, for example, at last reached some of the most
conservative layers of all, and appears, at the moment of its general
expiry, in the Church of England in its most debased form, in the
proposition that crime is caused by poverty, bad housing and
unemployment.12
Applied to family life, a modern version of the Marxist argument
is that while families `mutate symbiotically' with economic demands
and prospects, economic demands and prospects are dominant as
explanatory factors in change. Thus, the early industrial economy
`needed' child labour and mobile, expendable young males.
Therefore big, flexible households resulted. The maturing industrial
economy `required' a steadier, well-drilled proletariat. Therefore
women and children were ushered out of the labour force, and
husbands `"employed" wives at the kitchen sink'. Contemporary
capitalism creates jobs for women `because they are cheaper and
more tractable'. Therefore the fatherless family becomes the norm, in
which it is quite unrealistic to expect young mothers to shoulder the
burden of husbands as well as the burden of their infants. The shift
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from the disorderly working-class family of 1800 to the sober,
respectable working-class `unit' [sic] of 1950 was `essentially' a
response to economic change, not itself a significant moral originator
of economic success or failure, as is the shift to the household of the
father-absent child. There will continue to be `families' though under
forms we cannot yet foresee; and these forms will be shaped by the
economy.13
The theory of materialistic causality is not linked particularly
closely with the nineteenth-century tradition of inevitable progress.
Many of the comprehensive theories of progress were predicated
upon the evolution of Spirit (Hegel),14 the Mind (Comte)15 or Morals
(Hobhouse).16
But the second theory of causality in social life as morality is
closely linked with the Weberian tradition of interpretative sociology. Weber himself did not claim to know whether `ultimately', `in
the long run', and so forth, material forces dominated the development of human character and the patterns of social cooperation and
conflict. All he proposed was that it could be decisively shown that,
for at least periods long enough to be of very high relevance to
actual, living human beings (for a generation or more) different sets
of people confronted with the same material conditions reacted to
them in distinctly different ways. Their different reactions depended
upon their conception of the desirable future (their intentions) and
upon their factual and moral perceptions of their present situation.
From about 1900 to about 1965 conventional sociology as it
developed in the United States, France and Germany, and as it
developed more weakly in this country (in the later years of the
period, as an outpost of American sociology), was centred on this
notion of the importance of a person's and of course collectivity's
definition of the situation, factual and moral, as the key to social
explanation. If people define situations as real, they are real in their
consequences.17
The emphasis laid by the French sociologist Durkheim, as well as
the German sociologist Weber, on the importance of the moral
assessment of what people believed the facts of the case to be greatly
impressed Talcott Parsons,18 the man who was to become the
principal architect of American sociology before it was superseded
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with remarkable rapidity in the late 1960s by various forms of
Marxist sociology. Durkheim's first statement in the Preface to the
first edition of The Division of Labour in Society is that the book is
above all an attempt to treat the facts of the moral life by the method
of the positive sciences.19
As is the case with all sociologists, Durkheim's interest was not so
much—or in his case at all—in the individualized ethic of the single
individual, but in the ensemble of beliefs and sentiments shared by
a set of people. That a set of people do hold the same set of values is
the thing, and the only thing, that makes them a social group. A
group cannot exist on the basis of individual interests alone, least of
all individual material interests, and material interests cannot on
their own operate as an effective driving force of successful social
cooperation.
From the very beginning of the documentation of his thought in
the last decade of the nineteenth century, Durkheim was deeply
concerned with the role of moral values and, specifically, shared
moral values, in determining individual and group action. The line
which Durkheim took in The Division of Labour was that individualistic doctrines such as laissez faire, and materialistic doctrines such as
Marxism, failed to take account of the elements which actually are to
be found in the existing system of transactions.
This was true even in the strongest individualist case, the
supposedly purely self-interested transactions of the market place.
For Durkheim the utilitarian contract was the prototype of the
individualist and materialist relationship: in utilitarian theory's
crudest form, the mutual advantage derived by the parties from the
various exchanges was considered to be the principal cohesive force
of the system.
What was omitted, said Durkheim, was the fact that these
transactions are actually entered into in accordance with a body of
binding rules which existed prior to the ad hoc agreement of the
parties. Without a complex of beliefs and sentiments which formed
the social institution of contract, the system of free exchange between
individuals or groups simply could not exist.
Legal rules were necessary to regulate what contracts were and
what were not valid. Legal rules regulated the means by which the
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parties' assent to the contract could be obtained: an agreement
secured by fraud or under duress was void. They regulated various
consequences of a contract once made, both to the parties themselves
and to third persons. Legal rules regulated, finally, the procedure by
which contracts could be enforced.
But the agreed definition of the situation, constituted by a set of
people in the laws to which they give their assent, by no means stood
alone. If the laws underpinning the system of individualized
exchange were to be effective, they themselves had to be supplemented by a vast body of customary rules which were obligatory
equally with the laws, even though they were not enforceable in the
courts.
All this applied par excellence to the family, but was hardly
discussed in relation to it, because the family's safety and permanence as an institution were taken so much for granted by the
sociologists of the time, both in Europe and the United States. The
possibility of the privatization of the family was hardly ever
considered.20
In the middle of the nineteenth century no one expressed more
clearly or pungently than Marx did the idea that modern society
destroys these agreed definitions of the factual and moral situation.
Uninterrupted disturbance of all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty and
agitation distinguish the bourgeois epoch from all others. All fixed, fast frozen
relations with their train of ancient and venerable prejudices and opinions are
swept away, all new-formed ones become antiquated before they can ossify. All
that is solid melts in the air, all that is holy is profaned ...

Modern urban-industrial society had changed personal worth into
exchange value. It had stripped the halo from every activity hitherto
honoured and looked up to with reverent awe, and drowned the
most heavenly ecstasies of religious fervour and chivalrous enthusiasm `in the icy waters of egoistical calculation'.21 For the Marx of The
Communist Manifesto the result would be the creation of a community
of rational beings by the victorious proletariat in a communist
society.
A century later Schumpeter made Marx's negative point again, but
omitted altogether Marx's buoyant view of the sequel. Unlike any
other type of society, Schumpeter wrote, ours `inevitably and by the
very logic of its civilization' creates, educates and subsidizes a class
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of specialists in social unrest. In Schumpeter's view, this key position
was occupied by the intelligentsia, the people who wielded the
power of the spoken and the written word in the absence of any
direct responsibility for practical affairs. Urban-industrial societies
did indeed produce their own grave-diggers, but these were its
intellectuals, not its workers, and there was no resurrection for the
corpse.
Ordinary people going about their ordinary business did not
change a society's ways of perceiving and evaluating reality. Preeminently this was not true of any `underclass'. Neither the opportunity to attack institutions such as the family, nor real or fancied
grievances against such institutions, were themselves sufficient to
produce, however strongly they might favour, the emergence of
widespread and active hostility against them. For such an atmosphere to develop it is necessary that there be specialized intellectuals whose interest it is to work up and organize resentment, to nurse
it, to voice it and to lead it. In modern societies, conditions favourable to general hostility to a social system, or attacks upon specific
institutional areas like kinship, would call forth an intelligentsia that
would exploit them.22
Schumpeter was particularly pessimistic about the power of
scientifically-based information and common-sense appeals to
everyday experience as a corrective to the destructive work of the
intellectual. It was true, he said, that the fashion-following intellectuals' criticism of a particular social institution, and of social order as
an ideal, proceeded from a desacralizing attitude of mind. That is, it
was an attitude that spurned allegiance to any notion of the sacred,
any notion of the role of extra-rational values, of unquestioned otherregardingness, in ensuring social cohesion. But it did not follow that
rational refutation would be accepted by these social critics. Rational
refutation could tear away the rational garb of the conforming
intellectuals' attack, but it could never reach the extra-rational
driving power always lurking behind these attacks: their personal
interests in untrammelled self-expression, fame and money. Their
rationality does not do away with their sub- or super-rational
impulses:
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It merely makes them get out of hand by removing the restraint of sacred or semisacred tradition. In a civilization that lacks the means or even the will to control
these impulses they will revolt. And once they revolt it matters little that, in a
23
rationalist culture, their manifestations will in general be somehow `rationalized'.

The institution under scrutiny, be it church, royalty, business firm,
parliament, police or family, stood its trial before judges who had the
sentence of death already in their pockets.
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3
The English Intelligentsia and the Civility of
Everyday Life Until the Nineteen-Sixties
What has been the view of, specifically, the English social-affairs
intellectual to, specifically, the civility of everyday life in England?
The civilities of everyday life had for long remained relatively
immune from the debunking of the fashion-following intellectual
elite. Until the early 1960s the view was consensual among intellectuals and non-intellectuals that everyday social disorder was bad, and
that England in particular had been blessed for many years with an
unusually law-abiding population.
For example, in 1944 George Orwell wrote approvingly of the
`gentle-mannered, undemonstrative, law-abiding English':
An imaginary foreign observer would certainly be struck by our gentleness; by the
orderly behaviour of English crowds, the lack of pushing and quarrelling ...And
except for certain well-defined areas in half-a-dozen big towns, there is very little
1
crime or violence.

A few years later a noted anthropologist, Geoffrey Gorer, set out
the problem he had to solve if he were to give an adequate account
of the English national character. `In public life today', he wrote,
the English are certainly among the most peaceful, gentle, courteous and orderly
populations that the civilized world has ever seen ... the control of aggression has
gone to such remarkable lengths that you hardly ever see a fight in a bar (a not uncommon spectacle in most of the rest of Europe or the USA), [and] football crowds
are as orderly as church meetings.

Still in 1955 it was this, to use Gorer's words, `orderliness, gentleness,
and absence of overt aggression' that puzzled the anthropologist and
called for an explanation.2
K.B. Smellie, a professor at the London School of Economics
respected by and popular with the students of the late 1940s and
early 1950s—his version of the Englishman of the time was not the
subject of indignant disbelief—wrote of him [and her] that:
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The life of the town has given him a discipline which is unsurpassed because for
the most part self-imposed and which has made him amenable and loyal to
sensible leadership in new conditions or in any emergency. The pattern of life in
a wartime air raid shelter was as orderly as that of the group of pilgrims in
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales.

(If in the 1940s or 1950s there had been a breakdown of social order,
and a steep rise in the crime and violence among and from young
men, there would have been no difficulty in accepting without
question that, more than adequately, social theory identified the
inevitable and irresistible causes of burgeoning crime and violence
as the war and its aftermath—and the second war and the second
aftermath within the space of thirty years at that. That would have
been a reasonable basis for a consensus among social-affairs
intellectuals. But there was no breakdown in social order, and no
crime wave.)
Smellie continues:
There can be little doubt that the life of towns has steadily improved. ... Drunkenness has fallen steadily. So too has public violence. ... From the Yahoo habits of
eighteenth-century London we have passed into an almost Houyhnhnm rationality
of orderly processions and patient queues. And, almost certainly with the passing
of violence, drunkenness and squalor, has gone much cruelty as well. Personal
relations are more gentle and, as one observer has said `the contemporary English
3
would appear to have as unaggressive a public life as any recorded people'.

Richard Hoggart, in contemplating in 1957 the future of the
English working class under the impact of the new conditions for the
creation of public opinion, has no presentiment at all that crime rates
would dramatically increase within the next few years, or that the
family as he knew it would be transformed. Rather (he quoted
Tocqueville) there was the danger of deterioration into `a kind of
virtuous materialism', which would `not corrupt, but enervate the
soul, and noiselessly unbend the springs of action'.4
It is equally striking that as late as 1962 Carstairs' BBC Reith
Lectures, This Island Now, another summary of the state of the nation,
shows no awareness that crime was a problem in England. He takes
for granted throughout, and explicitly states, that England's high
degree of civility was a rare achievement for the rest of the world to
emulate. As far as the family is concerned, he does have some things
to say which show that he held the view that was about to become
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consensual among the progressive intelligentsia for a short while,
that the family of the publicly-committed father and mother would
be stronger if the trends to free it from the constraints of law and
custom were intensified and accelerated.5
1962 was the year that R.H. Tawney died. In our English Ethical
Socialism Professor Halsey and I make much of that date and that
event, for Tawney, too, died secure in the belief that the British
welfare state for which he had worked for a lifetime would be the
buttress of the best features of the Britain, especially the England of
which he was so proud, including its internal civil peace and the
strength of its family life.6
The physical scene helped reinforce this consensus (right or
wrong) of fact and value. As Richard Clutterbuck reminds us, the
first time that an English policeman was equipped with as much as
a perspex riot shield was in the confrontation between the Socialist
Workers' Party and the National Front at Lewisham, south London,
in August 1977.7
A certain German politician was recently reported as supporting
`"Law and Order" ... Dies hei$e Gesetz und Recht ... `8 The concept of
an orderly society of law and justice, lightly controlled because
willingly accepted, remains in English, as having no equivalent in
German, just as in German `der Sport' and `das Fair play', `gentlemanlike' and `das Gentlemen's Agreement' remain in English. I was
once on a walking tour in the Eifel district, and met a German on the
outskirts of a village near Aachen. He said he had been a prisoner of
war in `Luton Town'. I said that I hoped he had been well treated. He
replied, in German, `Ein Engländer ist fair'.
In the last twenty years the untranslatable words that have
entered the German language in English are `der Rowdy', `der
Skinhead' and, to be seen scribbled by Germans on the walls of
Cologne Cathedral, those of obscene, aggressive and deliberately
anti-social discourse. In Westphalia I walked into the neat little town
of Werl, thinking perhaps that its streets had rarely been trodden by
foreign foot. A notice on the window of the first public house I came
to said, `English people not served'.
People who had not benefited from giving or attending courses in
post-1970 sociology, depended upon what they read straight23

forwardly reported in the local newspaper.9 They depended upon
their crude general impression from everyday life. They experienced,
for example, criminal events themselves that they thought were not
experienced to the same degree by previous generations in this
century; they witnessed metal shutters gradually being installed in
all shopping centres; they saw high fences being erected for the first
time around vandalized and defaced churches, and so forth. Among
them there remained a wide consensus that civility in England and
Wales had significantly declined in the previous thirty years. Their
own experience, that is, corresponded with the statistical records.
But under the persistent contrary message of the serious media
based on the world-view of the metropolitan intelligentsia (a
message that constituted a sustained assault on common sense) the
consensus was at its most insecure and weakest among the best
informed sections of the community, and especially among those
well informed sections who were geographically at farthest remove
from the areas where the impact of crime and vandalism most
heavily fell.
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4
The English Intelligentsia and the Civility of
Everyday Life Since the Nineteen-Sixties
Since the 1960s the social-affairs intelligentsia has not shared the
consensus of the ill-informed, at least until very recently—literally
until a few months or even weeks ago.
What Patricia Morgan called `the enlightened response' to crime
statistics was to dismiss them with scorn. The increase in crime was
a statistical mirage (did anyone ever say, a fata morgana?) that misled
only simpletons. The enlightened response to the popular consensus
was to mock it as `moral panic'; the public was not responding
rationally to a growth in criminal conduct, it was reacting to `images
of deviance'.1 All that could be derived from the statistics was that
they had risen; crime and other forms of social disorder had not.
One of the contradictions of this point view was that, if the
statistics were useless, and there was therefore only personal
experience to go by, from what factual sources did the members of
the orthodox intelligentsia derive their confidence that it was others
who were panicking, and not they who were being complacent?
The interesting question for the enlightened intelligentsia, then,
was to reveal the dark motives, as again Patricia Morgan remarked,
of those who manufacture these statistics, which show a rise in crime
when there has been no real rise. A common answer until recently
was that they reflected only rising official attempts to expand the
personnel engaged in state repression.
Other sections of the conforming social-affairs intelligentsia
shared the viewpoint given by common sense and the statistical
record as to the facts of the loss of English civility, but differed from
ordinary people in the moral interpretation of that loss. I have dealt
with this point at length elsewhere.2 But a fairly recent issue of the
Architects' Journal expresses this view so well I shall quote it here.
Much more important than the fact that someone had written
these passages—as with other similar examples in this essay—is the
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fact that the article was published by an organ of opinion controlled
by and appealing to the society's elite. There is no question of
everything that everyone says or writes being publicized. The
quality of the intellectual life of a society can be assessed from the
quality and content of the materials that are granted an audience and
accorded prestige and credence by what the great William Cobbett
called `our best public instructors'.
The author is castigating what he calls the `New Victorians' for
wishing to control crime and social disorder, and who define `crime'
vaguely `as a code word for anyone who threatens the "stable
society" or who offends against "civilized standards"' —concepts the
author places in quotation marks.
The petrol bomber, the graffiti artist and the `vandal' are lumped together with the
mugger, the rapist and child molester, perhaps because it would play havoc with
the statistics to redefine some of these criminals as rebels, or even free spirits.

No doubt the New Victorians, the author continues, will `scientifically' prove that it is the frustrated poor, the frustrated ethnic groups
and the frustrated blacks, who seem most prone to crime and riot in
England. `So great efforts are made to ... return us all to some
mythical social stability.'
Having in one breath dismissed social stability as a myth, because
he feels such abhorrence for it he immediately reinstates it as a fact
in order to ridicule it.
Like all good Victorians, they choose to believe that if the masses would only wash
and go to Sunday School they would be happier. ...Well, it worked in the past and
it may work again, particularly if the real goal is, as I suspect, to recreate the
`virtuous poor'—another classic Victorian concept—the virtuous poor who
inhabited the cosy (though decrepit) streets of pre-war Britain .. They look fondly
upon the old communities where `children were taught to respect private property'
and where society was `stable'. ... But we were virtuous because, in the eyes of our
social rulers we behaved ourselves; we did not spread graffiti everywhere, nor
vandalize our neighbour's `castle' and we most certainly had a healthy respect
(even adulation) for authority of any kind ... We almost took pride in ... the fact
that `you could eat your dinner off the floor of the outside lavatory' ... We were like
that because we were ignorant—centuries of the British method of social control
ensured that.

Crime and disorder, on this world-view, have risen—but that is a
good, not a bad thing. For now, he continues, `the child (the new,
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informed generation) perhaps turns the despair into anger and ends
up throwing a petrol bomb, being then branded a "criminal"'.
It is thus clear and admirable that new generations have emerged
who have realized that the old ways were `a confidence trick played
on the poor and disadvantaged'. To these newer generations litter
dropping is, commendably, not a `lapse in social behaviour' to be
`corrected' but (presumably) an heroic act of defiance. The author
expresses his agreement with Oscar Wilde, that the virtues of the
poor were much to be regretted. The `most far-sighted among the
communities of our dreadful estates are probably the ungrateful, the
disobedient, and rebellious'.3
Clearly, something very profound and new had happened when
the social-affairs intelligentsia turned its desacralizing and individualizing criticism on the family and crime. For it was no longer a
critique based on individualism as such. It was now a critique based
upon a highly self-centred and hedonistic individualism; and upon
an individualism not of the person's reason, but of his emotions and
will.
The disruption of the consensus on crime that the intelligentsia
had shared with the common people was already evident in France
and the United States in the late 1950s, as various writers began their
flirtation with drugs and sexual liberation. In France this occurred as
a reaction to the Second World War and its aftermath of Cold War
and colonial defeats, and under the banner of an elitist existentialism. In America it occurred as a reaction against McCarthyism and
the ever-present threat of nuclear war, with the highly malechauvinistic Beats and hipsters playing what seemed at the time the
unlikely role of exemplars for their generation.4
But the main disruption came ten years later, at the time of the
students' international rebellion against `mass society'. This had been
triggered by the enormous growth of student campuses at the time
of major historical events, such as America's involvement in the
Vietnam War; the emergence of new leaders and new techniques in
the American civil-rights movement; and movements for freedom
from Western colonialism elsewhere in the world, which by the
1960s came to be heavily influenced by the notion propagated by, for
example, Frantz Fanon, that in freeing himself from oppression,
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personally murdering the oppressor (the ultimate expression of
emotion and will) was for the individual `a cleansing force'.5
The tendency to make law-breaker and hero all but interchangeable terms in popular language has been a common feature of
societies clearly split into oppressors and oppressed, whether
between Norman and Anglo-Saxon in England in the thirteenth, or
Serb and Ottoman Turk in the Balkans in the nineteenth,6 or peasant
and French settler in Algeria in the twentieth century. Only under
modern conditions, however, does the temper of the times encourage
a rich and parliamentary society's intellectuals to identify themselves
on a large scale with the law-breaking of their own oppressed, and
not only to champion lawlessness against tyrannous regimes
abroad—a common national response in all societies—but also to
advocate that it should be at least exonerated when used by or on
behalf of the `relatively deprived' at home.
The mature intellectual or the student in rich and stable countries
like Britain and the United States could afford to apply these
Stirnerian and Dostoyevskian interpretations of reality to her or his
own condition, because they were without significant adverse
consequences for her or him.7 People for whom there were significant consequences from increasing crime and other expressions of
incivility, in the form of the steep deterioration in the quality of their
neighbourhood life, remained much more firmly anchored in their
own first-hand experiences. The figures quoted in Chapter 1 for
Newcastle's West End refer to crimes committed within this once
working-class, now `deprived' area. The crimes are not righteous
rampages against the rich, or burglaries from the dwellings of those
who have ground the faces of the poor. They are an aspect of the
much wider breakdown of civility among young males which had
made everyday life very unpleasant for residents in the area, and
those who have not already been made victims feel that they are just
`waiting their turn'.8
As Said remarked in the BBC Reith Lecture referred to above, the
intellectual's obligation is to be the spokesman for the poor—the
intellectual as Robin Hood, as he put it (thus revealing his own
conformity with, not dissent from, the consensus of the social-affairs
intelligentsia, not least importantly with that part of it employed in
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the post-Reithian BBC). This had been the dominant philosophy of
the leaders of the movements of student unrest of the late 1960s and
early 1970s. No-one but the permanent critic of society can be a
genuine social-affairs intellectual. Whenever they are willing to
emerge from their natural element, which is unremitting criticism,
intellectuals become `mere means at the disposal of the existing
order'. When a social statement takes the form of affirmation, its
truth evaporates.9
Even more far-reaching in its significance, important sections of
the desacralizing and individualizing intelligentsia now based its
critique upon the rejection of scientific modes of thought. The
rebellious student leaders were very much influenced by the antipositivism of such writers as Marcuse, Horkheimer and Adorno. The
application of scientific method to the study of human affairs was
not the route to the solution of social problems; on the contrary, the
problems of society were due to `the present triumph of the factual
mentality'.10 The immediate and obvious illustration of this was the
apparently disastrous results of applying the `rational' principles of
the RAND corporation to the conduct of the war in Vietnam.11
Positivism, since the time of Comte sociology's proudest motto,
became under the influence of the so-called Critical Sociologists a
wide-ranging, severe, and all-purpose term of disapprobation.
`Facticity' was one of the `tyrannies' that had to be broken.
Only the intellectual who sides with the deprived (the word itself
begs the fundamental question), on their terms (judgementalism is
banned), can be correct on the facts and sound in his morality;
therefore adherence to the cause of the politically-correct advocacy
group is crucial, not loyalty to scientific procedures. No superficially
plausible facts that undermines the case of the deprived, as they
define their own case, can be ultimately true. In its most unintelligent
form, it appears as a vague notion that good intentions are more
important than sound scholarship—a kind of pallid left-wing version
of red-necked know-nothingism.
The intellectual justification for this mind-set (and even the terms
themselves, positivism and anti-positivism), have faded from
discussion since their militant hey-day in the early 1970s. Hostility
to awkward facts is no longer underpinned by a grandiose if
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implausible metaphysics nor enunciated in a high flown if opaque
literary style. It merely lingers as a naive prejudice. By the 1980s antipositivism was a residue rather than a deliberately-chosen and
defended position. It was no longer studied as a philosophy, but
unreflectively imbibed as the prevailing fashion.
So long as the anti-positivistic consensus in social affairs remained
more or less unbroken these lapses of memory presented few
problems either to academic intellectuals, or to the intellectuals in
charitable foundations and government bureaucracies who supported their work, or to the intellectuals in the media who disseminated their views.
But this history explains why, when they are now challenged to
address positivistic data on their merits, and are asked to reconcile
their convictions with the brute facts of the case, and not just the
tame facts collected in abundance, their intellectual performance is
so feeble. They know neither how to justify their anti-positivistic
stance, nor how to handle inconvenient research findings. They
flounder around with figures they despise, and which they have
therefore never taken the trouble to master. This is what has in recent
years turned the political left into what it long accused the political
right of being: the Stupid Party.
The individualizing and rationalizing social-affairs intelligentsia
had been notably harsh on the proletarian and lumpen-proletarian
criminal—as harsh as was Marx himself.12 The individualizing and
anti-positivistic social-affairs intelligentsia of the 1970s and 1980s,
who perceived and evaluated him either as victim of oppression or
rebellious hero, was notably well-disposed towards him. Simple
analogies were drawn between colonialism and `internal colonialism'. What was to be condemned in the ordinary crimes and
rampages of the oppressed and deprived in England, when the
`cleansing violence' of anti-colonialism was more or less standard
doctrine?
Marcuse laid his hopes for a better society with the `substratum
of the outcasts and outsiders' which `violates the rules of the game
and, in doing so, reveals that it is a rigged game'. This substratum
will act as the liberator of the `conservative popular base', by
revealing to it its `false consciousness'—the terrible error made by
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ordinary people that modern welfare-state democracies are benign.
The problem was not to tame the barbarians within them, for the
true barbarism was `the continued empire of civilization itself'.13 The
deviant is no longer the proper object of society's control. She or he
is society's saviour. In the 1970s and into the 1980s, the superiority of
the world-view of the criminal over that of the law-abiding citizen
became the stock-in-trade of the dominant New Criminology14 and
Critical Sociology.15
The fate of two-year-old James Bulger, abducted by two ten-yearold boys from the New Strand shopping centre at Bootle on 12
February 1993 and allegedly murdered, caused a world-wide
sensation16 and probably dealt the death blow to the `moral panic'
school. Again, a pernicious theory and a cant phrase were given
what was perhaps their last airing by conservative elements such as
clergymen interesting enough to be interviewed on the radio, to
whom fashionable phrases become familiar just as their hollowness
has been finally exposed.
But the impending stampede out of `the growth of crime is an
illusion' consensus should not obscure the lesson that for nearly
thirty years it hindered British society from confronting a remarkable
deterioration in its social environment, in comparison with which
many of the problems that preoccupied the same consensus about
the physical environment were remote in time and space and
speculative in theory, but above all fashionable.
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5
Influential Public Opinion
and the Family Prior to 1960
From the middle of the nineteenth century until the late 1960s public
opinion and individual action on family issues changed slowly, and
the law was changed rarely. Marriage was a social institution. It was
designed to guarantee, as far as possible, that each child was
provided with two specific adults both of whom would be required
to have an unqualified, full-time and long-term commitment to it.
Each adult who chose to be sexually active was normally expected
to form a household with only one sexual partner in the course of her
or his lifetime, and never to have, and never to have had, anyone else
as a sexual partner. This household was normally expected to be the
`home' of any children for the lifetime of their parents, even when
the children themselves had created their own household as adults.
Both adults brought to their children a lifetime complement of
potential carers: grandparents, uncles, aunts, cousins and various `inlaws'. Like crime, most of these arrangements for long escaped the
attentions of the debunking intelligentsia. (There was always a good
deal of debunking of the rule of premarital chastity. Debunking the
rule of marital fidelity was much more rare and `daring'.)
The Matrimonial Causes Act 1857 had allowed divorce through
the courts on the basis only of the simple adultery of the wife, or the
adultery of the husband if that was coupled with incest, bigamy,
cruelty, two years' desertion, rape, or an unnatural offence. Lord
Buckmaster's Act, 1923, made the husband's adultery alone sufficient
grounds for the wife to obtain a divorce. The grounds were extended
to such matters as desertion and incurable insanity in the Herbert
Act in the mid-1930s.
It is often said that the low rates of divorce were due principally
to the insuperable difficulties that confronted poor people in the
legal system. But from 1878 the Magistrates' Court was enabled to
grant separation orders and maintenance for the wife and children.
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Almost a century has past since, in 1895, a wife could obtain a
separation order on the grounds of her husband's conviction for
assault on her, his desertion, his persistent cruelty, or his wilful
neglect of maintenance. In 1902 habitual drunkenness was made an
additional ground for separation. But women did not take advantage
of these facilities to anything like the extent to which they took
advantage of the roughly comparable facilities for divorce in the
1960s. During the years 1895-99 there was an annual average of only
600 applications for matrimonial orders, and in the following three
quinquennia, up to the time of the Great War, the annual averages
were 1,400, 2,200, and 2,200. During the inter-war period the rate was
not only low by present-day standards, but also remarkably stable:
the total for the five-years 1920-24 was 14,000, an annual average of
2,800, and the figures were the same in each of the five years period
1925-29 and 1930-34—a total of 14,000 in each quinquennium.1
The typical argument of the 1950s and 1960s was that the rising
numbers of that period did not represent either a weakening of
marriage as a publicly controlled institution or an increase in the
instability of individual marriages. The increase in the divorce rates
was simply a shift, actually beneficial to the health of marriage as a
matter of public concern, as well as privately to the parties concerned, from `informal to formalized marriage breakdown'.2 With
the increasing acceptance of legal divorce, fewer marriages were livein divorces. The Morton Commission, reporting in 1956, was
adamant that divorce should not simply provide a dignified and
honourable means of release from a failed marriage.3 As Rowntree
wrote in 1964, the statistics of marriage and remarriage indicated a
modern morality that was opposed to the idea of continuing with a
marriage long since dead but it was certainly not a rejection of the
institution of marriage.4
Even if it were to be accepted that the number of irretrievable
marriage breakdowns had increased, this still did not indicate any
decline in respect for the institution of marriage, or any decline in the
quality of family life.
In 1963 Leo Abse's bill to allow divorce after seven years separation was unsuccessful in the Commons, but in the House of Lords
the Archbishop of Canterbury announced the appointment of a
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Committee to investigate the principle of the breakdown of marriage.5 The Group made the sharp distinction between the secular
state's right to make marriage rules and the Church's right to have
more stringent rules for its own adherents. The recognition of a
secular divorce law, within the secular sphere, did not in itself
compromise in any way its own doctrine. By 1971, however, the
Archbishop's Group had rejected for the Church too the doctrine of
the indissolubility of marriage.
For the state the question should be, the Group argued, did the
evidence before the court reveal such failure in the matrimonial
relationship that no reasonable probability remained of the spouses
again living together for mutual comfort and support? That is, there
was a definite shift in favour of the `comfort'—to use that word
again—of the adult parties.6 But there was still no question of this
being entirely their private concern; certainly there was no question
that if there were children, the comfort of the parents was just as
important an issue as the comfort of their children. The court must
refuse to grant a decree if to grant it would be contrary to the public
interest by its failing to protect—again—the institution of marriage.
Furthermore, if it were not reasonably certain that the father after
divorce would maintain his ex-wife and his children, the state should
not release him from the marriage.7
In its report of 1966, Reform of the Grounds For Divorce: The Field of
Choice, the Law Commission took as its basic assumption that a good
divorce law should seek `to buttress, rather than to undermine the
stability of marriage'.8 The existing law did not do all that it might `to
aid the stability of marriage', but tended rather to discourage
attempts at reconciliation.9 It was to the advantage of society,
furthermore, to allow stable illicit unions where marriage was not
possible because one of the partners was already married, but could
not obtain a divorce, to be regularized through marriage.
Even into the early 1970s there was very little celebration of these
changes as providing freedom from the obligations of institutionalized marriage, and from institutionalized parenthood within
institutionalized marriage. The consensus continued to be, that the
changes were intended to give, and in fact in general did give, lifelong publicly-committed spousehood and long-term publicly34

committed joint parenthood a new strength and prospect for success.
The word `family' was still generally taken to mean two mature
adults' life-time commitment of their resources to one another and
to their own children: material, sexual, practical and emotional. It
did not mean that they would necessarily succeed in staying together
permanently, much less staying together happily. It did mean that
staying together permanently was their intention and their first
priority. It also meant that they accepted the legitimacy of the social
controls that condemned their behaviour if it threatened that
permanency, and the rightness of their exercising the same social
controls over others.
Actual families were adjudged better or worse as families,
depending upon their success in realizing that state of affairs, with
their own values and efforts, or under the blows or bounty of fate.
Just as crime rates had been low and constant through all the
hardships and through all the vicissitudes of the first half of the
century, including two major wars and one world slump, so had (to
use the Mark Abrams' phrases) `marrying habits' remained `remarkably stable'.10 G.D.H. Cole, for many years a prominent intellectual
of the left, surveyed the scene in 1956 with typical complacency. The
predominant type of social unit in Great Britain, he wrote, was the
family, living together in a household that sometimes included other
relatives, such as grandparents or other elderly persons, or brothers
or sisters of the husband and wife. Family life had undergone large
changes for the better. Quarrelling in the home had declined as a
result of the improvement in housing standards. There had been a
notable improvement in the care of children: they were markedly
better fed and clothed and provided with opportunities for games
than previous generations, and the proportion of neglected children
had fallen.11
With the exception of a fringe of the bohemian (usually well-todo) left, who obtained a certain frisson from their political and sexual
eccentricity and notoriety, to be `left' meant above all else extending
family ideals of conduct, in this sense of family, into all the institutions and relationships of society.
Within the family, to be left was to insist that the lower standards
of tenderness and fidelity required of men should be raised to those
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already required of women. For everyone in the family, the burdens
and pleasures of the home, and the obligations and opportunities
that lay outside the home, were to be equalized and homogenized.
The left, especially in its mainstream Labour form, welcomed and
required a shift from paternalism to partnership. It advocated and
applauded more rights for mothers and more duties for fathers.
Where internal commitment to high standards of equal commitment
was lacking then, at the very least, public contempt was a deserved
and socially necessary sanction. Generally, the working-class family
was held up not only as reformable, but even in its unreformed state
as superior to the middle- and upper-class family, which was
criticized for the subordination of the interests of the children to the
selfish interest of the adults, and for the subordination of conjugal
solidarity to the self-fulfilment of the individual spouses.12
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6
Influential Public Opinion
and the Family Since 1960
What part has the social-affairs intellectual played since the 1960s in
the slackening of the detailed informal social controls (far more
important than what happened to the broad and external legal
framework), and in the attenuation of the internalized values that
formerly attempted to tie the man by strict rules which governed,
with more or less success in practice, sexual, conjugal and parental
conduct?
There is today no general consensus on the family. This is most
vividly demonstrable from the fact that there is no consensus on the
meaning of the word itself. It has become largely a matter of group
or even personal preference what public or private arrangements for
the rearing of children, what arrangements for living together or not
in the same household, what arrangements for mutual help and
comfort, and what arrangements for the exchange of which sexual
services, for what period, with what gender or by what technical
arrangements for insemination, are `family' arrangements.
British Social Attitudes 1986 showed that the general public was by
then quite diverse in its opinion on marriage and divorce. Asked
whether divorce should be made more difficult, large proportions of
the population agreed that it should be made more difficult (40 per
cent), disagreed (27 per cent), and would not commit themselves (33
per cent).
But 71 per cent of the general public still agreed with the proposition that `as a society' we ought to do more to safeguard the
`institution' of marriage, with only 6 per cent disagreeing. An even
higher proportion, 74 per cent, agreed that most people today take
marriage too lightly.1 A study published in 1993 of the opinion of 33year-olds showed that nearly half of them believed that it was too
easy to obtain a divorce nowadays. Fifteen per cent still thought that
couples who had children should not separate.2
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Public opinion in the 1980s and 1990s as expressed and led by
members of the orthodox social-affairs intelligentsia, freed by their
resources to exist in their second-hand worlds without disastrous
consequences to themselves personally, was less favourable and
more homogeneous than this general public opinion. They were
much more likely to define the factual situation of the pre-1970s
English family in its horrific reality as wife beating and the physical
and sexual abuse of the child by the father, and therefore, of course,
to morally condemn it as a social institution. The more quickly the
number of children without fathers grew and the clearer the
consequences of freeing men from their families became, the greater
was the temptation of the advocates of `alternative families' to justify
themselves by painting the past of the two-parent family in ever
darker colours of violence and child sexual abuse. The fall from grace
of the male proletarian, from being the hero of the coming revolution, to bully, oppressor and incestuous sexual pervert, has been
precipitous and quite remarkable.3
For example, using Robert Roberts' account of life in the slums of
Salford, Lancashire (not in the extensive respectable working-class
districts of the town) Peter Marris claims to show that `fathers were
petty tyrants, remote and harsh'.4
This seems to be independent of what Roberts actually wrote:
One or two proletarian authors, writing about these times and of the slump
between the wars ... by depicting its cruder and more moronic members ... end by
caricaturing the class as a whole. 5

Most men, even in the slum, Roberts says explicitly, were not boors
and drunken braggarts.
People en masse, it is true, had little education but the discerning of the time saw
abundant evidence of intelligence, shrewdness, restraint and maturity. Of course,
we had low `characters' by the score, funny and revolting: so did every slum in
Britain. Such types set no standards. In sobriety they knew their `place' well
enough. Very many families even in our `low' district remained awesomely
respectable over a lifetime. Despite poverty and appalling surroundings parents
brought up their children to be decent, kindly, and honourable and often lived
long enough to see them occupy a higher place socially than they had ever known
themselves: the greatest satisfaction of all. It is such people and their children now
who deny indignantly (and I believe rightly) that the slum life of the industrial
North in this century, for all its horrors, was ever so mindless and uncouth as
6
superficial play or novel would have a later generation believe.
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The Edwardian slum child in Britain, Roberts writes, felt like his
forebears an attachment to family life that a later age finds hard to
understand.
Home, however, poor, was the focus of all his love and interests ... songs about its
beauties were ever on people's lips. `Home Sweet Home', first heard in the 1870s,
had become `almost a second national anthem'. Few walls in lower-working-class
houses lacked `mottoes' ... attesting to domestic joys: EAST, WEST, HOME'S BEST;
BLESS OUR HOME; GOD IS MASTER OF THIS HOUSE ... ; HOME IS THE NEST
WHERE ALL IS BEST. To hear of a teen-ager leaving or being turned out of it struck
7
dark fear in a child's mind. He could hardly imagine a fate more awful.

A generation of more previously, Mearns had published one of
the most famous and harrowing accounts of the life of the abject
poor, The Bitter Cry of Outcast London. But he too is at pains to insist
that even in the slums `notwithstanding the sickening revelations of
immorality [by which he means, mainly, prostitution] which have
been disclosed to us, those who try to earn their bread by honest
work far outnumber the dishonest. And it is to their infinite credit
that it should be so, considering that they are daily face to face with
the contrast between their wretched earnings and those which are
the produce of sin.'8
These accounts of the slums are particularly interesting, because
the accounts from contemporary social researchers of working-class
family life outside the slums, the family life of the respectable
working class, was extremely favourable to it (as we show in our
English Ethical Socialism).9
Working-class mothers come out of modern descriptions and
moral evaluations of the pre-1960s' family somewhat better. It is
acknowledged that they were heroic in the struggles against the
adversities of their physical and conjugal conditions. Again, in
reviewing Roberts' book, Marris characterizes the mother as `slaving
obediently', struggling to hold the family above social disgrace. On
the positive side, he says, there was courage in this striving for
respectability. But the overall judgement is negative, for respectability was itself merely `implicit social subservience'—a very common
theme and condemnation from the orthodox social-affairs intelligentsia, and most popular among those with no proletarian background
whatsoever.
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We find with the family what we found with everyday civility: a
consensus that is contradicted by such statistics as exist. If we agree
to discard the statistics as useless, we have the literature and other
artifacts of contemporaneous intellectuals. If we discard those as the
tainted products of the `hired prize-fighters of the bourgeoisie', as
Marx called John Stuart Mill, then we are left with the memories of
people who lived at the time in the families and neighbourhoods of
the time.
On what grounds do the orthodox social-affairs intellectuals, very
many of them not having lived at that time, and even more of them
not having lived in those neighbourhoods, prefer their own version
of those people's lives to the version that those people have of their
own? How do they account for the wide-spread and long-lasting
appeal among ordinary working people, up to the 1960s, of `Home
Sweet Home'? How do they account for the widespread and longlasting appeal among ordinary people, up to the 1960s, of Felicia
Hemans' verses:
The merry homes of England—
Around their hearths at night,
What gladsome looks of household love
Meet in the ruddy light!
There woman's voice flows forth in song,
Or childhood's tale is told;
Or lips move tunefully along
Some glorious page of old.
The free fair homes of England,
Long, long, in hut and hall,
May hearts of native proof be reared
To guard each hallowed wall.
And green for ever be the groves,
And bright the flowery sod,
Where first the child's glad spirit loves
Its country and its God.
It is readily conceded, of course, that Hemans' verses do not
describe all families throughout their whole existence. The groves,
admittedly, were now in the local municipal park, and the flowery
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sod down at Dad's allotment. Those who remembered, recited and
heard these verses knew all that quite well. Were the people who
formed opinion in those days in those neighbourhoods, when very
few men, and even fewer women from working-class homes went
into higher education, so much less intelligent and able than the
average orthodox intellectual today?
How do they account for the popularity in working-class homes
in County Durham and Northumberland, over a period of half-acentury, of the print showing the young pitman in his neat cottage,
with the clippy mat on the spotless brick floor, tenderly if gingerly
holding the baby, `Aa wish yor muther wad cum'?10 How do they
account for the even greater popularity of the song, `Cum, Geordie,
haad the Bairn'? A father's gentleness with the baby is what counts,
Geordie says. `It's nee use gettin' vexed/It winnet please the
bairn,/Or ease a mind perplext.'11
Jack Lawson provides a first-hand account of how he, a young
miner, did get to Oxford in 1906.12 He also gives vivid first-hand
accounts of family life at the end of the nineteenth century and into
the early 1930s in Boldon Colliery, a mining town in County
Durham. `As I write I hear my neighbour return from his day's work
in the mine. Quiet, strong, a good workman, a good father, a good
husband. From home to pit, from pit to home. His luxury is his
home. He loves and is loved ... A brave, good man who is not aware
of it. ... Not economic theory, but ... calloused hands, is the most
challenging fact in the world's life today.' He dedicated the book `to
my fellow miners'. Did he dedicate it to his neighbours and workmates who he must have known to be uncouth bullies and sexual
perverts in their families, if they were?13
Robin Humphrey has studied family life during the inter-war,
wartime and early post-war period in Ferryhill, also in Co. Durham,
a town in the heart of the coal-mining district. Dr. Humphrey
painstakingly collected verbatim accounts from the people
concerned—the people still living who had experienced it (and were
still benefiting from what remained of it). What impressed him
above all was the sheer strength—though if it were to survive, the
restrictiveness—of the kinship unit and the emotional and material
support it gave to its members.14
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In Dr. Humphrey's view, not crime, but the miners' family, and all
the working-class institutions of the Cooperative store, the workingmen's club, the football teams and cycling clubs were forced on
Ferryhill by the poverty, unemployment and poor housing of the
time.
Were ordinary people wrong in supposing that these descriptions
and sentiments corresponded in some important way with their own
experience and ideals? Is the speculative and post factum version of
commonplace and culturally permitted or overlooked brutality and
perversion of husbands and fathers, preferred by today's conforming
intellectuals, right? Why should anybody think so?
Descartes, in the opening passage of his Discourse on Method,
speaks of the great blessing bestowed on the whole of humankind,
good sense. He is filled with admiration on his travels by the sight
of people in all walks of life who are masters of their own near
business.15 He was keenly aware of the dangers of contradicting
common sense, and the importance, when one does so, of not being
too rash in the certainty that something better is being put in its
place.
The greatest minds, as they are capable of the highest excellences, are open
likewise to the greatest aberrations; and those who travel very slowly may yet
make far greater progress, provided that they always keep to the straight road,
16
than those who, while they run, forsake it.

He never experienced the kind of world we live in, where nearly
everyone takes a more or less inattentive interest in remote affairs.
Most take an interest in the social policies of the government of the
UK and the affairs of state of foreign powers, as the ordinary reader
of The Guardian or ordinary viewer of News At Ten forms her or his
opinion of American policy in Mogadishu; the extent of homelessness in London and the reasons for it; the justification for riots on
Tyneside; whether or not Wearmouth colliery should be closed; or
the plight or otherwise of single mums in West India House in
Stepney. Nobody is gifted in these matters with the common sense
that comes from the repeated, near, and consequential experiences
of small communities of people.17
Except for the occasional public outcry (and representative
democracy is important partly because public outcries can occur and
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can affect events) the consequences of forming opinions about
something one knows little about, that is, forming opinions outside
the scope of common sense, are in the individual case trifling, though
cumulatively they become decisive as `public opinion'. The errors of
individuals taking their interest in great affairs from the armchair
generally speaking have no consequences.
But when de haut en bas people with power and influence take it
upon themselves to overturn the common sense of those subject to
their power, they do well to be modest about their own superior
knowledge. When working-class areas were cleared in the 1960s by
the central government and local authorities, the consequences did
not fall on the planners and architects. If they had, their own
common sense, the knowledge and interpretation of their own
immediate experience, would have tempered their confident
contempt for the common sense of the residents in the localities
affected.18
The working-class people to whom Hemans' verses and Hedley's
images strongly appealed did not in those days go to university.
They had not been awarded certificates that proved that they were
qualified to speak with authority on these matters. They had few
experts legitimated by being at the head of their pressure groups,
and therefore listed to be invited by the gate-keepers of the media of
mass communication to persuade the remote general public of the
rectitude of their clients' interpretation of their own position.
Bu
t
were they really as gullible as the doctrine of false consciousness
implies, that they could be told and believe, decade after decade,
generation after generation, blatant lies, not about the German
national character; not about the factional struggles of the Spanish
Civil War; not about claims for the technical differences between two
equally good toothpastes; not about Heaven and Hell; not about
dialectical materialism as applied to the crisis of capitalism; not
about whether the earth was spherical or flat, but about their own
home and neighbourhood life?
Cobbett was the spokesman for the working class in the first
decades of the nineteenth century. He, too, remarked on people's
good sense in matters that were part and parcel of their own
immediate experience. Losing his way in Wiltshire one Friday he
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came to the village of Tangley, where he conversed with an astute
mother of about thirty years of age who, as far as he could tell, had
not been further than two-and-a-half miles from her birthplace in her
entire life. `It is a great error to suppose that people are rendered
stupid by always remaining in the same place.'19 Of course today she
might well have become a university professor.
The current consensus of the progressive intelligentsia on the
consequences of the privatization of marriage and the disappearance
of sociological fatherhood is fairly represented by the content of a
speech by Neil Kinnock, at that time Leader of the Labour Party, to
the 1990 social services annual conference. It was welcomed by the
secretary of the Association of Directors of Social Services as
providing a `cohesive and non-stigmatizing' range of family policies.
Kinnock said that births outside marriage and single parenthood
meant only that the family was changing, not collapsing. Those who
tried to represent these `non-traditional' families as evidence of social
delinquency, a delinquency that had to be combatted by sanctions,
had `no intentions that could be described as good'.
This is the message of advisers who had made their way within
the student movement in the 1970s. Whatever their own standards,
they must have responded to and been affected by the pastime and
political preoccupations of their temporarily rootless constituents.
They now move within the pressure-group milieux of the capital;
and to an unusual extent among people employed in the media
whose income and employment conditions enable them to manage
quite well as lone parents. Even today, however, the commonest
attitude of potential Labour voters over the age of thirty in a Labour
heartland like Sunderland, chewing over the latest outrage by young
men on their housing estate, is not theirs. It is not that the nontraditional family is a viable and even admirable alternative. It is
rather, `I've got nothing but sympathy for the bairns. And it's hard
lines when a lad can't say, "That's my Dad!", and be proud of it'. How
many times have I heard variations on that theme? Did Mr Kinnock's
advisers persuade him that Labour would help itself to be returned
to power by being identified in the public mind as the party of the
non-traditional family?
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But he shared the consensus of confusion. For, as he also said in
the same speech, there had been a corrosion of family values—presumably the values that required the permanent commitment of the
father. This corrosion was `destructive of the family'. The destruction
of the family was `harmful to society'.
This harm to society and corrosion of family values was due,
however, to government policy, which had resulted in a housing
shortage, youth unemployment, debt, and poverty. How severe the
housing shortage, the unemployment and the poverty of the 1980s
and 1990s were as compared with the times that preceded the
corrosion of family values, Mr. Kinnock did not say.20
In the course of twenty years the opinion-formers who had come
to dominate the Labour Party on family matters had indeed brought
it by a strange route to a fateful destination.
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7
Not Deteriorating Only Changing
The `not deteriorating, only changing' thesis was still widely
disseminated its pure form by social-affairs intellectuals in 1993.
The Guardian published a typical article by Malcolm Dean.1 It was
an attack on A.H. Halsey's statement that, in supplying its children
with material resources, affection and supervision, the lone-parent
family was necessarily on the average less effective than the family
with a father who had publicly and internally committed himself to
staying with his wife and children, and who succeeded in doing so;
and that, almost without exception, research studies confirmed this.2
It is important to recognize that the lone-parent category is not a
scientific, but a propaganda one. For propaganda, but not for
scientific purposes, it is useful to obscure the differences between the
situation and consequences of having had a committed father who
has died, on the one hand, and on the other the situation and
consequences of, for example, having had a father who did not
marry the mother before the child was born and has never been
present in the child's life. The good results from the children of the
widow then bolster the results from the children of the never-present
father.
Even more importantly for propaganda purposes: so long as they
are included without differentiation in the same category of lone
parent, the public sympathy and willing support for the widow,
found in all societies, can be shared by the woman who has no
`sociological' father for her child, who in most societies (Malinowski
says in all societies) is the object of public disapproval and grudging
support. Of societies studied by anthropologists it is frequently
reported that the sociological father is not the biological father but,
for example, a mother's brother. But all children have a sociological
father and all boys are brought up to effectively discharge the
obligations, whatever they are in his society, of fatherhood.
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Malcolm Dean began, promisingly, by specifying that he was
dealing with one sub-group of lone-parent children, those `living
with lone mothers who had never married'. These did `as well as'
and `some slightly better than' children in two-parent families. But
in the body of the article, having carefully designated the category
to which his statement applies, he argues as though he had not
limited himself to this category, and for much of the article he talks
as though there were equal or superior benefits for a child from
being brought up in a lone-parent family in general as compared
with the child from the two-parent family. If it were true (it is not
true) that illegitimate father-absent children did do better than
legitimate children with their fathers in two-parent families, then
there would be some undisclosed logic in his argument, for illegitimate father-absent children do worse than other groups of loneparent children (that is true). If the worst sub-group of the loneparent children did better than the total group of two-parent
children, the remaining sub-groups of lone-parent children must
have done even better against the total group of two-parent children.
If Malcolm Dean, at the other extreme, was saying no more than
that some of the children in the group of illegitimate father-absent
children did as well as, and some better than, some of the children in
the group whose parents were married and were together raising
their legitimate child, there would have been no basis for disagreement between Malcolm Dean and Professor Halsey. Professor Halsey
fully recognized and was at pains to make clear on all occasions that
he was talking about frequency distributions. The set of children
from one domestic situation do well with greater frequency than the set
of children from other domestic situations. But in fact Malcolm Dean
has gone far beyond this. His having written the article only makes
sense on the assumption that he is of the `not deteriorating, only
changing' school of thought: one group average is the same as the
other group average; in fact, what Professor Halsey maintains is the
better group, is in some respects, Malcolm Dean states, the inferior
group.
It may be that the certainty that there are some children from loneparent families who do as well as, and some better than some
children from two-parent families is the initial truth that sets
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Malcolm Dean on his train of error in `proving' to his satisfaction,
and to the satisfaction of the conforming social-affairs intellectual,
that there is nothing to choose between lone-parent families and
families with two married parents as social structures for raising
children.
Quite senior academics with a special interest in the field are
prone to make exactly the same elementary mistake. They have
directed me to studies which they said showed that the life chances
of the child in some alternative domestic arrangement or another
(lone parents, lesbian couples, males homosexual couples etc.) were
not inferior in any or in some respects to those of the child brought
up in the family of two married parents bringing up their own
legitimate child. All that they showed was the usual, totally familiar
and almost inevitable thing, that there was an overlap between the
two distributions. The better end of the worse distribution did better
than the worse end of the better distribution.
For evidence,
Malcolm Dean cited the work of an important researcher in the field.
What did Elsa Ferri actually say? Certainly, for all `children living
with lone parents' she said exactly the opposite to what Malcolm
Dean attributes to her. She said that `in every area investigated',
those in one-parent families were found to be `disadvantaged when
compared with their counterparts in two-parent homes'.3
Her research was based on a nationally representative sample of
children from lone-parent families, derived from two studies. One
was of 11-year-olds from the National Child Development Study
(NCDS) of 17,000 children born in Great Britain in one week in
March 1958. 748 of these 11-year-olds were being brought up by a
lone parent. 652 of the children were in lone-mother situations: 58 of
them (9 per cent) because of their illegitimacy.4 The other was a
special study of a sub-sample of the lone-parent families in the
NCDS when the children were aged 15.
The three main problems confronting lone-parent families, she
wrote, were income, housing, and the related issues of employment
and day care.
Children in one-parent families are likely to go through childhood deprived of
many of the essentials and luxuries which are taken for granted in our affluent
society; a situation likely to create frustration and resentment in the children
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themselves and in the parents who are unable to provide what other [i.e. two5
parent] families give their children.

Children in father-absent families were eight times more likely to
be in receipt of free school meals than children in two-parent
families. Children in all lone-parent situations (they were mainly
father-absent situations) were more likely to be living in the
`vulnerable privately-rented sector', to have poorer quality accommodation in terms of the availability of basic amenities, to be sharing
their beds at the age of 11, to have moved home more frequently,
and to have changed school more frequently. `Such findings are
particularly disturbing in the light of research evidence which has
shown the relationship between adverse housing conditions and
poor educational and social development.'6
Meeting `the need for adequate supervision before and after
school' was another `major problem' facing lone parents who went
out to work. During the holidays one third of the father-only and one
half of the father-absent children were `left to fend for themselves'.7
Where lone parenthood was the result of the breakdown of the
marriage, 40 per cent of the parents said that the children's behaviour
had been affected at the time, and 25 per cent said that their were
still current behaviour problems attributable to the family situation.
Two main reactions were reported. One was withdrawal, anxiety,
and depression, sometimes with physical symptoms which resulted
in frequent absence from school. The other—especially among the
15-year-olds—was aggression, hostility, and resistance to control.
`The isolation of these parents and the burden of total responsibility
which they carried seems to have made them highly self-critical and
anxious, and perhaps over-ready to perceive problems in their
children, which they saw as the result of their family situation.'
The parent is under stress due to having to cope alone. One of the
main points to emerge, she writes, was the great emotional difficulty
the lone parent had experienced in trying to be both mother and
father to the children. `Many parents, but especially the mothers,
talked about the problems of being the only source of both authority
and affection.' Other mothers were worried about the effect upon
their sons' development of the lack of an adult male in the family,
and were conscious of their own inability to share in their sons'
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interests. The lone fathers were more likely to mention difficulties in
offering the children the comfort and emotional support which had
previously been provided by the mother.8
We now turn to Malcolm Dean's specific category of the children
whose fathers had made them illegitimate and were not part of the
home in which they were being brought up—those with nevermarried lone mothers. Had these children escaped the disadvantages
of other lone-parent children? Did these children do as well as and
in some cases better than two-parent children? Had Ferri come up
with the highly unusual and counter-intuitive finding that as a
category the `children living with lone mothers who had never
married', of all unlikely children, had done `as well as' and some
`slightly better than' children in two-parent families, when the loneparent child in general did worse?
It is just plausible that with the cultural changes beginning to stir
specifically round about 1958, the still small group of never-married
mothers could have been predominantly drawn from the rich and
the well-educated, and that would explain how in the Ferri study
they did as well as all classes and all educational levels among the
two-parent families—if that is what she had found and reported.
But Ferri found nothing of the sort. The nearest we get in her
study to `mothers who were never married' are the mothers of 11year-olds who were `without a father because of their illegitimacy'.
They were neither from the higher social classes nor from the best
educated strata. They were drawn predominantly from the semiskilled and unskilled, and from among the most poorly educated of
women.
Ferri shows that, far from `doing as well as, and some slightly
better than' the two-parent families, these fatherless illegitimate
children brought up by their mothers alone not only did worse as a
whole group than two-parent families as a whole group, they
generally did worse than children in all other lone-parent situations,
not to speak of two-parent situations. In lone-parent households, on
the average disadvantaging their children as compared with the
traditional family, the children brought up by widowed mothers did
best (and there are indeed good grounds for including the widow in
the traditional, and not with the lone-parent category). The children
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of the divorced or separated lay in between, as we would expect
from a very diverse group.
On poverty, for example, Ferri states that the proportion of loneparent children taking free school meals was `particularly high
where the children were without a father due to illegitimacy'. On
social adjustment: the mean score of boys whose mothers were alone
because the child was illegitimate was 14 (a high score on the Bristol
Social Adjustment Guide indicated maladjustment); for boys whose
mothers were alone because of marital breakdown it was 13; for boys
from two-parent families 9.4; and for boys whose mothers were
alone because of widowhood 9.9
But she did find in a tiny group a tiny anomaly. It is this tiny
group and tiny anomaly that—quite characteristically—enter the
canon of the `not deteriorating, only changing' school of thought as
part of its exiguous and egregious evidence.
Out of the 58 illegitimate children who were in a father-absent
domestic situation, 26 of them had mothers who had been in fulltime work at some time in the previous year.
It was this very small groups of 26 children that threw up the
curious quirk in the study which formed the basis of The Guardian's
proof that the lone mother who had never married did as well as, or
even better than, two permanently married parents. And they did so
on only one measure: these 26 children turned out to have higher
reading scores than the children from two-parent manual social-class
families.10
This was a most unusual finding. Here was a group which was
heavily skewed towards low social class, poor housing, income at
social security levels, and with the only available parent out of the
house in full-time work—and these children, contrary to all statistical expectations, did best of all in the reading test.
Were reading skills of the fatherless illegitimate 11-year-olds
helped, perhaps, by the fact that, even though the whole group of the
mothers of the illegitimate fatherless was drawn disproportionately
from the unskilled and semi-skilled, the mothers who worked fulltime in this group were disproportionately from the highest social
classes?
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We are not given the social-class breakdown for this sub-set (even
though we are given at any rate some social-class breakdown of all
other sub-sets). But we are informed that the total of the nevermarrieds who were from Registrar General's (RG) highest social
class, class I, was zero, and there was only one from RG class II—and
indeed only a further five from RG non-manual class III (of those for
whom a social-class designation was made).11 There was not
therefore a lot of scope for high-class full-time working mothers to
make their contribution to the high average reading scores of the
group of 26 as a whole.
If the success at reading were a statistically significant finding that
could indeed be generalized to all the children of never-married
mothers who went out to full-time work, there would remain two
other possible explanations.
The first depends upon the fact that the whole group of nevermarrieds is heavily weighted by the favourable reading factor of
`only one child in the family'. Not only does the whole group benefit
in its reading skills from this; it is likely that the full-time working
mothers came disproportionately from the smaller families. The
production of only-child families seems to be physically, socially and
psychologically more likely in the lone-parent situation. In so far as
this benefits the child by improving his chances at school, that must
stand to the credit of this type of family structure. It is good at
producing this state of affairs, just as it is as a structural form
relatively poor at producing emotional support for the mother,
steady and durable affection for the child, and freedom from stresses
contingent upon relative poverty.
The second remaining explanation would be that all or nearly all
the children had enjoyed the `head start' of state nurseries. In order
to show that lone parents did as well as two parents it would have
to be shown, then, that the lone-parent children with a nursery
education did as well as two-parent children with a nursery
education—not just that lone-parent children with a nursery
education did as well as all two-parent children, whether the twoparent children had been to a nursery or not.
Let us suppose that state nursery education for these children of
these unmarried mothers does help account for their pre-eminence
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in reading skills as against the combined nursery and non-nursery
children in all other groups.
That would not show that this is true of their vastly more
numerous equivalents today. Nurseries in which the children of lone
mothers were the exception are likely to be different environments
for the unmarried lone mother's child from nurseries where they are
form a sizeable minority or even a substantial majority.
The state may be endlessly willing to make up, non-judgementally, a child's deficiencies in money, affection, security and (still to
some extent) honour. But as the supply of children with disadvantages increases, and the supply of children without disadvantages to
provide a benign environment for them diminishes, the task of the
nursery school necessarily becomes one of ever-mounting difficulty.
As the Economic and Social Research Council reported in Autumn
1993, public nurseries were by then reserved `almost exclusively' for
children from households `with acute or multiple problems'.12
Public opinion in the abstract broadly shares the view, of course,
that more should be done for the blameless child of the neverpresent father by providing it among other things with nursery
education. In that regard the position is little changed from the late
1950s and early 1960s, when unmarried lone parents were a small
minority of the population, and were regarded by themselves as well
as others as presenting problems that the majority without those
problems should help to solve by state welfare provisions. With the
growth in the numbers and proportion of children from fatherabsent families political deeds have contradicted charitable sentiments. For the past 14 years the electorate has failed to vote Labour
into government. This indicates that its willingness to make up the
shortfall in resources for the child of money, supervision and
affection in the household headed by an ever-increasing number of
never-married lone-mothers has not grown proportionately to the
need.
It does seem a slow business to overcome the prejudice that if a
person puts himself or herself into a position of disadvantage as a
result of attractive short-term behaviour that others prudently avoid,
that the prudent people should not have to bear the costs. Burke put
the point of view of these prejudiced people in these words: `the
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retrograde order of society has something flattering to the dispositions of mankind. The life of adventurers, gamesters, gipsies, beggars
and robbers is not unpleasant. It requires restraint to keep men from
falling into that habit'. Order, frugality and industry, and the slow
and steady progress of unvaried occupation, with the prospect only
of a limited mediocrity at the end of long labour are by comparison
with the life of fornication free from family responsibilities `to the
last degree tame, languid and insipid'. Why should they use the
resources derived from their self-denial to ameliorate the hardships
that are the result of self-indulgence?13 However much we may be
shocked by that, it is the way some people do still think. Some of
them are even prepared to harden their hearts against the children
and continue to use the parable prohibited by Ezekiel: `The fathers
have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge'.14
But it is far the most likely that none of the above explanations for
the good reading scores of these 26 children is necessary. For it is in
all probability an anomaly resulting from the small numbers
involved. Some of the children in this very small group just happened to be exceptionally good readers, something that is bound to
happen by chance sooner or later in any field of statistical study.
It this type of single finding, in this case the reading-test results of
these 26 11-year-olds whose fathers had not married their mothers,
who were being brought up without a father, and whose mothers
had been in full-time work in the year previous to the study, which
have been used to bolster the proposition that lone-parent families
in general do just as well, and in some cases better than two-parent
families in general. This general proposition has then been solemnly
accepted by serious opinion, and proclaimed in the broadsheet press
and in discussion programmes on radio and television.
Yet it is difficult to find any study at all that shows that the
families in the whole category of lone parents produce results for
their children that are as good as those of the whole category of two
parents. It is even more difficult to find one that shows them
producing average results that are as good as families in a publicly
defined and controlled relationship of permanent commitment; or
that in otherwise similar circumstances of amount or source of
income, housing conditions, social class, access to and use of outside
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assistance (or whatever an interlocutor would want to specify) the
lone-parent children do as well.
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8
The Weakness of the Case for the Consensus
A similar typical generalization on the basis of a deeply defective
understanding of the research material could be seen in the Observer,
another important newspaper of enlightened opinion.
The Observer published an article by a producer of BBC programmes on social affairs, which characteristically argued that lone
parenting was not inferior to the parenting which included parenting
by a successfully committed father.1 This article, again characteristically, gave what were purported to be the conclusions on lone
parenting of another important researcher in this field, in this case
Eileen Crellin, who was quoted verbatim:
One would expect a lower incidence of maladjustment among children who had
since birth lived with both their natural parents since this is akin to the most
typical family constellation in the population as a whole; or one might argue that
the child in the one-parent family would be more likely to show maladjusted
behaviour than one from a two-parent family, even if only one was his natural
parent.

However, surprisingly, this proved not to be the case. Little
difference was found between those living with their natural parents,
those growing up in some other type of two-parent family and those
being brought up by their mother only. Indeed, there was a lower
proportion of maladjusted children living alone with their mothers.2
That this statement, as `Crellin's conclusions on the role of singleparenthood', went unchallenged through all editorial processes is
another common example in this field of sociological scotoma, the
failure to perceive errors when they confirm the intellectual consensus. It illustrates once again the carelessness, if not recklessness, in
the handling of arguments that depend upon the facts of the case, of
an intelligentsia deeply but now unconsciously contaminated by the
anti-positivism discussed above.
Crellin is presented as saying that in general being brought up in
lone-parent family actually leads to less maladjustment among
children than being brought up in a two-parent family. That is an
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amazing proposition to anyone not determined to believe it. To
check whether this is what Crellin did indeed say, and to conclusively refute it, was the task of a few minutes study of the easily
available text by any ordinary person at his or her local library. It
was not beyond the resources, and was certainly well within the
duties, of a major world newspaper.
For Crellin in the passage quoted is not in any way or to the
slightest degree giving her general `conclusions on the role of single
parenting'. She is drawing attention to the peculiarities, the exceptional nature, of her small illegitimate sub-group, composed mainly of
father-absent families. She shows that it does worse across the board
than the legitimate group, composed mainly of two-parent families.
Within the sub-group of the illegitimate children, the children in
father-absent situations did better than the children living in a
situation where their `illegitimate' father was present with their
`illegitimate' mother. By no stretch of the imagination did they as a
category do as well as or in some cases better than the children in
families in which both parents were married when the child was
born, and were bringing up the child together.3 All that she found
was that the seriously disadvantaged lone-mother illegitimate children
did somewhat better than the seriously disadvantaged two-naturalparent illegitimate children—those whose natural, illegitimate, father
had stayed in the household.
She offered a possible explanation for this: the illegitimate
children are so severely disadvantaged in so many ways already that
the domestic structure they end up in then makes relatively little
difference to them.4
One could be hardly farther away from the proposition that
Crellin concludes that the single parent in general does better than
two parents in general.
One of the exceptional journalists who did not accept at face value
the pronouncements and prejudices of conforming academics was
Melanie Phillips. She published an account of a seminar she had
attended in 1991. The Editor has already referred to it in the
Foreword. At the seminar a social scientist `of the left' had, she
wrote, `fiercely denounced' the view that children from broken or
never-constituted families were disadvantaged.
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She telephoned him afterwards to ask about the research on which
he based his assertions. `The social scientist proved surprisingly
reluctant to answer the question.' He released a stream of `emotional
invective', calling into question the mental faculties of those who had
put forward the view with which he disagreed. Melanie Phillips says
that she then pressed him repeatedly to identify the research
findings upon which he depended.
His final reply, as summarized by Melanie Phillips, was antipositivism at its clearest. `Of course it was correct as far as the research
was concerned', he said, that children brought up by both their
married parents did better on the average than other children. `But
where did that get anyone? Nowhere!' Only research that is convenient for advocacy can be permissibly publicized: `Why were they so
concerned about the rights of the child? What of the rights of the
parents, which were just as important?'5
A British Home Office study by Riley and Shaw is frequently
referred to by subscribers to the `not deteriorating' consensus.6 It at
least has the merit that it is one of the rare examples which does
make the clear and outright claim, in context, not indeed that the
lone-parent structure is superior, but that it not inferior in preventing teenage delinquency.
But the briefest glance at it shows that it provides them with a
very insecure refuge. Riley and Shaw state that when 378 boys were
asked if they had committed any one of 21 offences in the previous
year, ranging from breaking a bottle in the street to arson and
burglary, the prevalence of delinquency so defined was not higher
among teenagers from one-parent households.
Using this definition, they find that crime correlates with very few
things at all. This immediately raises the very pertinent question of
whether the failure to reveal differences is merely an artifact of a
measure that is intrinsically a poor discriminator.
Even so, they report that boys who said they were closer to their
mothers than their fathers or equally close to both were almost three
times more likely to be delinquent than those who were closer to
their fathers.7 To an unbiased person this would strongly suggest the
hypothesis for investigation that fathers are effective in keeping their
sons away from crime. Riley and Shaw do not say whether they
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include lone-parent families here or not.8 (Lone-parent families are
nearly all lone-mother families.) Given that a preference for the
mother emerged as such a strong criminogenic factor on their
definition of crime, one would have expected that lone-mother
families, more than any other, would contain children who preferred
their mothers to their fathers.
The same point applies here as was made in the previous chapter.
It is the easiest thing in the world to show, absolutely correctly, that
many children from almost any given family arrangement do better
than many of the children from almost any other family arrangement. Displaying good cases from the worse distribution and the bad
cases from the better distribution makes for an easily-grasped and
dramatic newspaper feature or television or radio programme—or
even academic conference paper when presented to a compliant
audience. Making a case about statistical distributions and averages
is not only confusing and dull, but actually is not capable of being
accommodated within the time and space constraints of journalism.
So it often looks as if contention that `one form of arrangement for
the upbringing of the child is as good as any other for the child' has
been confirmed, when all that has been demonstrated is that the
distributions overlap.
If the average child from the average lone-parent situation is
indeed doing as well as the average child from the family where the
legitimate, successfully committed natural father has brought it up
with the successfully committed natural mother, what is the problem
we are being called upon to solve?
This implication of the `not-deteriorating-only-changing' view
embarrasses only some orthodox social-affairs intellectuals. Others
confidently do identify the problem. The problem for them is the
people who say that there is a problem. Their premise is that all
family situations are roughly similar in their proportionate production of good and bad results. There is nothing defective in bringing
up a child in a lone-parent situation that is not more or less exactly
balanced by the defects of other arrangements for bringing up a
child.
The more uncompromising version is that the only disadvantage
that impacts on the child is that it suffers from bearing the label
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`problem child'. It bears the unpleasant burden of being stigmatized.
There are no other consequences, including no adverse consequences
from being inappropriately labelled. That is why (on the contention
of this school of thought) no discernible differences appear between
the average performance of children brought up in lone-parent
situations as compared with two-parent families.
The less uncompromising version is that there are differences in
performance, but the sole cause for these differences is stigma. It is
saying that lone-parent families are problematical, and only that, that
makes them so. This point of view, or rather (characteristically) an
inconsistent muddle of the two, has no difficulty in passing muster
for publication in another of the major organs of well-informed
opinion, The Independent. The two major assumptions of the article
are that politicians and sociologists have been unremittingly critical
of the father-absent situation, and that factually there is no basis for
the criticism. `Single parents carry the blame for a range of ills
caused by a hypocritical and merciless society.' The article begins
with a blunt accusation against the people who report that research
in this country on the life chances of children show father-absent
children to be disadvantaged, especially where the father did not
marry the mother. They are lying; and they are sly liars, or insidious
liars. `I will never accept the weaselly mendacity of the image created
by sociologists.' She then goes on to attack only Professor A.H.
Halsey, one of the few sociologists who have discussed these
findings in recent years.
Take this headline from The Times last week: `The children of lone parents tend to
do badly at school, suffer more illnesses and are likely to die earlier, according to
some sociologists'.
There is a really killer paragraph in the article: the very thing to break the
confidence of an exhausted young woman ...
Does he stigmatise the off-spring of politicians, diplomats, lawyers or doctors?
Yet he would find a lot of `tend-tos' among that lot, and some very `unstable
parenting'. I was once told by the wife of a house-master at Eton that she never
came across so many emotionally starved boys.
... Were children whose fathers died during the war, leaving widowed mothers
to bring them up, called `deprived' or deemed likely to die earlier? Certainly not.
...
Why are today's 2 million children from a home with only one parent deemed to
be inherently unfortunate? Is not their misfortune created by politicians and
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society, which ... utter dire predictions about their future health, happiness and
success? Do not these become self-fulfilling, just because they are so widely touted?
What are mothers supposed to do? ... Is the subtext that if they had kept their
9
knees together, none of this would have happened?

The article is accompanied by a prominent picture of what is
probably a stern Victorian father casting his daughter and bastard
grandchild into the street. Standards were so strict and different at
that time that Dickens actually pictures the father of his erring
daughter, Oliver Twist's mother, `goaded by shame and dishonour'
fleeing with his other children `into a remote part of Wales, changing
his very name, that his friends would not know of his retreat; and
here, no great while afterwards, he was found dead in his bed'.10
Equating Professor Halsey's work with early- or mid-Victorian
attitudes to and treatment of the fatherless child is as nice an
example as one could wish to find of the mind-set of the current
conformist. It dismisses what is `crudely' true, such as research
findings on father-absent children, and expresses what is `really'
true, in this case the truth that any statements about the superiority
of the family of the married pair, however well disguised and indeed
impregnable as academic discourse, are really the satanic verses of
people who seek only to do the lone mother and her helpless baby
harm.
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9
Families Without Grandfatherhood
One line of argument which is used to attempt to save the `notdeteriorating-only-changing' consensus is as familiar as it is specious.
It is not denied, in this approach, that the lone parent is less wellresourced with money, potential affection-givers and potential
supervisors. Nor is it denied that these defects are deleterious for the
child's bodily safety, education, law-abidingness, and so forth.
But all these things, it is said, can be notionally detached from fact
of the absence of the husband and father. The conclusion is, then,
that it is not lone parenthood `as such' that constitutes the problem,
but only the things that are associated with lone parenthood.
`Children who experience poverty where the successfully
committed father and the successfully committed mother are both
present suffer as much from that poverty as children in father-absent
families.' Therefore, the argument runs, it is not the absence of the
father as such, but poverty that is the problem. In other realms of
discourse, less driven by ideology, this would be immediately
recognized as a non sequitur. For lone-parent families as a group,
because they are lone-parent families, are much more likely to be
poor, and statistically are much poorer on the average, than the
families with two successfully committed parents as a group. They
therefore produce a higher proportion of children suffering from
poverty, if poverty is defined as being in the lowest income group.
Even on the material level (where in principle it is far easier for
deficiencies to be made up by fellow-citizens) unless and until
fellow-citizens do become willing to remove all or most of the
material disadvantages which necessarily stem from the fact that
there is only one breadwinner instead of potentially two, then the
figures will continue to show father-absent children suffering the
disadvantages of poverty. On the average the lone parent is not able
to provide a total situation which is relatively free from the stresses
that arise from low or unreliable income.
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Susie Orbach, writing in The Guardian, maintained that fatherabsence forces us to recognize the `independence, capability and
power' of women. That many women are unavoidably lone parents
and that the fault lies entirely with the man is not doubted. Nor is it
doubted that many of them are competent, that many of them by
their competence overcome the handicaps of their position, and
many of them do so by heroic self-sacrifice. But most of them are
only showing independence within a framework of dependence on
strangers. The means of life of the majority of father-absent families
are not generated by their own efforts. They are generated by their
fellow-citizens. The Department of Social Security (DSS) research
report on the subject in 1991 showed that 73 per cent of lone mothers
depended on income support at the time of the survey, and of these
only 28 per cent had been in regular full-time employment before
they had their child and the father-absent situation was created.1
Because of the situation in which they find themselves, both the
teenage mother and her fatherless child suffer material disadvantages.2 The teenage unmarried mother is more likely than her peers
to languish in the lowest income group. The DSS report showed that
nine out ten of all unmarried lone parents were on income support.3
Income support provides a low income compared with that from
employment either with or without maintenance.4 The average
income of father-absent lone-parent families was the lowest of all
categories of lone parent.5 But a 16-18 year-old receives a lower rate
of state benefit even than older unmarried lone mothers —and an
unmarried mother under the age of 16 is not entitled to any Income
Support for herself or her children.6 The mother and child are more
likely than their peers to face housing difficulties.7 The child itself is
more likely to die and less likely to be well-formed. 8
The same argument is used across the board. `Babies and infants
who suffer from lack of supervision in two-parent families are just
as likely to suffer the consequences as children who suffer from lack
of supervision in lone-parent families.' Of course. But lone-parents,
because they are lone-parents, have fewer resources for supervision,
on the average, than two-parent families. In their study, Judge and
Benzeval showed that the children from father-absent families had
`the worst mortality record of all social groups'. Their mortality rate
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was 42 per cent worse than the average rate for the Registrar
General's lowest social class, class V, and 58 per cent of all the deaths
in the group were attributed to `external causes of injury'. They
therefore report that there are more disadvantages for lone-parent
children than those attributable to poverty (which itself is attributable to a significant degree to lone parenthood). Additional hazards
are created for the child by being brought up in a situation where a
family was never created by the marriage of the biological father to
the mother, or where the family that had been created was broken by
separation or divorce. Their conclusion is that `class-based analyses
which exclude them therefore produce a misleading picture of
inequalities in child health'. 9 Judge and Benzeval studied
economically-inactive lone mothers only. Children from fatherabsent families where the mother does go to work may find the
problem of supervision exacerbated. As Ferri reported, lone parents
`who could literally not afford to take time off work often had to
leave a sick child unattended'.10
`The children who experience conflict in two-parent families suffer
just as much disadvantage as those who suffer conflict in one-parent
families.' Again, that is broadly true. But the issue is not, do children
experiencing the same degree of parental conflict, whatever their
family situation may be, tend to show the same degree of disturbance, backwardness and deviance? The issue is, do children in oneparent families as a whole group tend to suffer more damage than
children from two-parent families as a whole group? The universal
answer is that they do, for the structural reason that the whole group
of one-parent families is heavily weighted by those created by
divorce, the result of conflicts that could not be resolved.
`Children who lack affection in the two-parent family show
similar adverse traits to those who lack affection in the lone-parent
family.' But that does not mean, as those who claim that `the family
is not deteriorating, only changing' argue, that there is no difference
between two-parent and lone-parent families. For lone-parent
families are structurally less efficient in producing flows of reliable,
unconditional affection for their children than two-parent families.
In good and successful lone-parent families this structural defect is
compensated for by the special efforts of the mother and other
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people (and of course often is), or by the presence of other favourable
factors as far as reliable, long-lasting and unconditional affectiongiving is concerned.
In families of two successfully committed parents, if the supply of
affection from one source is never present or temporarily or
permanently dries up, there are on the average more alternative
supplies than in the lone-parent family. This is technically bound to
be so. Obviously in the worst case—the child who does not know
who is father is, and in the extreme case even his mother does
not—one complete set of potential givers of steady and unconditional affection are simply not available at all, namely, the father's
relatives.
In any private arrangement of partners, with its greater tendency
than the public institution of marriage to end up as a lone-parent
arrangement, there is bound on average to be a deficiency of
unconditionally committed affection. Long-term unconditional
affection is not simply a matter of the love given by one or two
people to their child. It is also a matter of the larger or smaller
number of others potentially committed by kinship to supplying it.
What is the position of, for example, the grandfather? When it was
a matter of shared cultural agreement, his role was characterized by
the availability of his resource of time. The social demand (from
which the practice of individual grandfathers deviated in some cases
in exceeding the norm of what was socially required and in other
cases dropping below it) was that this available time was drawn
upon to attend to some tasks of simple supervision; in meeting the
mother's wishes in other ways; and, with her express or implied
consent or toleration, in indulging the grandchild to a degree greater
than that which is either desirable or feasible for the parents. But, of
incomparably the greatest importance to the child (and for the wellbeing of the grandfather) was the requirement of the unconditional
affection that should suffuse all the otherwise rather arbitrary
activities of this very limited role.
But it is one thing for him to be unconditionally attached to a
grandson when the high chances of permanency of the relationship
is taken for granted by everybody. (In the normal case it will not be
broken, but strengthened, by the death of either the grandchild's
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mother or father.) Every gesture, every look, can be set within the
context of the relationship's development into the far future. But it
is another matter entirely for the grandfather (as for all potential
kinsfolk) if the relationship between the parents carries a much lower
expectation of permanency. It is much more difficult for the grandfather to relate whole-heartedly—exactly the right word—to his
grandchild when his access to the child is capable of being terminated or limited at any time.
Possibly these salient facts of the human condition are neglected
because so few commentators who have dominated the mass media
of communication during the past twenty years have themselves
been grandparents. By making child-producing partnerships the
private affair of two young adults, they have necessarily dissipated
at the same time the cultural capital of grandparenthood from which
their generation and previous generations had benefited. A society
that has de-cultured marriage cannot hand on the best possible
chance of four irrationally and permanently committed adults where
the likelihood is relatively high that they will emotionally care, for
as long as they live, about the children of their children, not so much
for what they are, but for what they have meant to them as babies
and infants. Indeed, without the grandparents of the old culture to
mitigate the effects of the anomie of the new, it can be conjectured
that the deleterious effects for children of the sexual revolution
would have been addressed before the damage had become so
widespread and the alteration in public opinion become so deepseated.
Parents as partners instead of husbands and wives means that the
whole system of kinship has been privatized, not just the marriage
bond. The commitment of unconditional and irrational affection of
kinsfolk cannot but be lessened when whether the parents stay
together becomes a conditional decision, depending on what suits
the partners in terms of the personal right of each to happiness and
self-fulfilment.11
Not only does lone parenthood itself, therefore, necessarily mean
a diminution in the number of potential givers of unconditional,
long-term affection. The increase in the chances of partnerships and
marriages ending as lone parenthood means commitment is more
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likely to be withheld across the board and from the start in all
families of married couples and of all cohabiting partnerships, not
just in lone-parent situations that already exist.
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10
The Sea-Change In Public Opinion
There was a widely publicized case in mid-1993 of a child being
disadvantaged by being brought up in a situation in which there was
neither husband (the father had abandoned the mother), nor kinsfolk
(the child's social-worker grandmother was not locally available),
nor familiar neighbours (the mother and child were newcomers to
the village of Lower Quinton, Warwickshire).
The mother earned about £500 a month with her uncle's firm in
Stratford-upon-Avon. She paid £25 a week in rent; the rest was met
by housing benefit. Child-minders were too expensive for her, so
when the child was two years of age, she began to leave her alone all
morning, driving home at lunchtime to see her. But her baby
daughter would cling to her as she tried to return to work at 2 p.m.
When the child was nearly three, the mother decided the child was
old enough to be left alone for the whole nine hours she was away.
She felt that returning home in the middle of the day, month after
month, was `an emotional burden'.
If the mother had depended on state benefits she would have lost
£26.40 a week and the use of the company car; but she feared that she
might assault her daughter if she gave up work and had to stay at
home without her own means of transport in a strange village.
Germane Greer's response to this case was to draw attention to the
fact that the father-absent family was now producing more children,
while the father-present family was producing fewer. If there were
going to be sufficient resources in the future from which old-age
pensions could be paid, there would have to be a large enough
population of working age to share the burden of providing them.
Bearing a child who would in due course be a member of this
population of working age was therefore `as much as a public duty
as the bearing of arms in the defence of the country', whether or not
the child had a sociological father to bring it up. Were men the
carriers of children there would have been no disguising what she
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calls this `otherwise dubious fact'. Never-married lone mothers
(along with other lone mothers) would then be `housed, fed, paid,
insured and trained for a profession of their choice', as soldiers are.
We should not leave this never-married lone parent, therefore, to
cope with the problems that remain for her within British society; we
should welcome her, and provide for her as a `professional careermother'.
Greer's was a gloomy portrait of the mother in the father-absent
household under present conditions. (She did not paint one of the
father-absent child.) `The mother on benefit, immobilized by her
poverty, a virtual prisoner in her sub-standard accommodation,
forced to communicate with nobody for hours, or days, on end, is a
prime candidate for depressive illness.'1
There was nothing here to console the `not deteriorating, only
changing' school, beyond the argument that the appalling faults of
the new father-absent arrangements were no greater than those
where the father was present. But neither set of faults could possibly
be remedied within the old framework of the cultural norms which
prohibited conception and child rearing except by a permanently
married man and woman. They could, however, be remedied by the
state, and by creating a new culture in which no constraints of
resources or disapproval would hinder a man or a woman from
conceiving (or from risking conceiving) a child, whether or not there
was a prior commitment by both of them to parenthood and
spousehood.
Thus by the summer of 1993, under the pressure of the cumulative
evidence from common experience and statistical studies, the
weakness of the case that `the family is not deteriorating, only
changing' was increasingly exposed,2 as was the discomfiture of its
upholders when required to sustain it. The same thing seemed to be
happening in the United States. A leading journal of liberal-left
opinion published an article that caused something of a sensation. It
did not simply break the media taboo on raising the question of
whether one sexual and domestic life-style was better than another.
It strongly argued that the evidence had now established beyond
doubt the superiority, for the children and for the rest of society, of
the family with two publicly and successfully committed natural
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parents. `The social science evidence is in: though it may benefit the
adults involved, the dissolution of intact two-parent families is
harmful to large numbers of children. Moreover ... family diversity
in the form of increasing numbers of single-parent and step-parent
families does not strengthen the social fabric but, rather, dramatically weakens and undermines society'.3 One of the major postulates
of positive science is a version of the climber's dictum, `If you try to
beat the mountain, the mountain will beat you'. The facts can be
ignored and denied, but they will relentlessly take their toll. There
was a growing recognition that lone-parenthood was structurally
and therefore necessarily inferior as a social device to the two-parent
family.
Until `fairly recently', Kathleen Kiernan writes, the `prevailing
wisdom' was that separation or divorce had few, and relatively small
persistent effects on the lives of children.4 But there was a growing
recognition that the processes that created the lone-parent family by
disruption had long-term and not just short-term consequences.
Within the lone-parent category, she shows the usual relative
advantage of children of widows. But the evidence she presents and,
she writes, the evidence from other studies, suggests that marital
breakdown has `enduring' effects. On the notion that the diminution
of stigma with the normalization of divorce might also diminish the
effects of marital breakdown significantly, she says that on the
evidence from the United States, we `should not be too optimistic'
about that.5
The average father-absent family is for the child's life chances
inferior to the average family where the father had married the
mother of their child before it was born. Orthodox social-affairs
intellectuals who had for years denounced this as a scientific untruth
and an obnoxious slander could now be heard protesting, `No one
has ever said that the lone-parent family is as effective as the twoparent family'.
People who had persevered in pointing that out now found
themselves facing a number of new reactions. They were attacked
not so much for what they said, but because of the way they said it.
They should therefore say it in a way that upset no one. They were
attacked on the grounds that the problems of the lone parent should
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not be exacerbated by publicizing the facts about them. They were
attacked because what they said, though true, could be misused by
those who had (to use Neil Kinnock's phrase) `no intentions that
could be described as good'. They should therefore say nothing. (The
implications of the view that in a free society bad people could
handle the truth but good people could not had not yet been
adequately explored.) Given that for twenty years the very few
publicizers of the facts had been constantly pilloried or lampooned;
and that increasingly, from Agony Aunt to presenter of Woman's
Hour, the basic wholesomeness of extra-marital sex and absentfather child rearing had been blandly propagated, the most bizarre
charge from the media was that implied in the line of questioning,
`But haven't you chosen an easy target?', `Do you think it is right to
attack people who cannot answer back and put their case?'
The demagogic response of the spokespeople of the anti-family
pressure groups was to confuse (perhaps because some of them were
confused about) the appraisal of an individual case, on the one hand,
and, on the other, the assessment of the efficacy of a specific system
(or the anomic ineffectiveness of the state of affairs that succeeded it).
To describe the system and its recent tendency towards entropy was,
to these spokespeople, an attack on `the single mum by moral
authoritarians'. It was an attack, that is, on this Ms Brown and that
ex-Mrs Smith—and on all of the other individual lone parents now
in existence. This was the line taken even when, as with Families
Without Fatherhood, the case that infuriated them was put by authors
whose left-wing credentials were at least as good as theirs; when the
whole of the emphasis of the work was not upon mums but upon
men; and when the book was concerned throughout not with the
success, the social-work aspect or the psycho-therapy of the individual case, but with the sociology of cultural change. It is just a fact of
human nature that, unless we put some controls on our observations
and feelings, you and I each of us know that in disputes we are in the
right 99 per cent of the time. The difficulty of human relationships is
that the person with whom you or I are in dispute knows with equal
certainty that he or she is right 99 per cent of the time. These
spokespeople could feel completely confident, therefore, that the real
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argument would be safely lost in a miasma of indignation and hurt
feelings.
Yet the distinction is not difficult to make. It was made readily
and clearly enough by the director-general of the British Association
of Social Workers when he was called upon to clarify the position of
a group of criticized social workers. The `individual workers had
acted reasonably', he said, but `the structure had broken down'.6
The general reaction of all these former and continuing exponents
of the `not deteriorating' view, as well as some of those who had
always admitted the facts of the inferiority of the lone-parent
structure qu~ structure, was to say that, not only `the clock could not
be put back', but also that the momentum of change in the same
direction was irresistible. The changes had already gone too far.
They could not be stopped. They could not be decelerated. They
certainly could not be reversed. All that could be done, then, was to
provide ever-increasing public assistance to make up for the evergrowing shortfall in the resources formerly supplied by publicly and
successfully committed married parents.7 This argument proposed,
that is, that because the people with the values and personal lifestyles involved in unmarried parenthood (to take the easiest
category) would not, could not and ought not to be expected to
change, the people without their values and life-styles could and
should be made to change in order to accommodate them.
Behaviour and values cannot be altered. Therefore the behaviour
and values of the creators of unmarried lone-parent families cannot
be altered. Why do the people who argue this way believe, then, that
in order, say, to remove all stigma from the voluntary creators of
unmarried lone parenthood, some married parents are able to
change their conduct and values? Such people think it is important
to discourage their own children from making choices they think
will be detrimental to the welfare of their children and the welfare of
their grandchildren. They think that the spread of the practice and
the approval of cohabitation and father-absent families threatens
their own welfare. Yet there is an expectation that they can change.
Harriet Harman MP is a prominent Labour Party publicist. She is
reported as having said, `People go on about the importance of the
family. It's so hurtful to single parents'.8 These people are required,
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that is, not only to change by ceasing to disapprove of the fatherabsent situation and values. They are even required to change to the
extent of ceasing to approve of their own situation and values.
To take another example: If unmarried lone-parent families are to
enjoy more assistance, the behaviour and attitudes of the creators of
stable two-parent families will have to be altered. They will have to
improve their willingness to provide the resources that the lone
parent and her or his children in general do lack, and once they are
created do need. But, it is insisted, it is wrong to impose one's own
values on other people, and therefore wrong to be judgemental
about the voluntary creators of lone-parenthood. Where is the logic
of the exponents of this view which allows them then to be
judgemental about the stingy or evil people who are reluctant to
increase the resources they supply to particular categories of lone
parent?
As Weber said, when such questions are at issue it is not like being
in a taxi with someone. You can stop a taxi wherever you like, and
jump in or out of it just as it suits your purpose at the moment. It is
like being in a tram car. You are in it together, and on the same lines,
all the way to the next stop—Weber says all the way to the terminus.
Put more bluntly, in these matters of altering conduct and of
imposing one's values (or one's nihilism) on others, what is sauce for
the married goose is sauce for the unmarried gander.
It may be that the multiplication of these problem-breeding
arrangements for handling sexuality, child rearing and adult mutual
aid will prove inexorable. But the weakening in what had been
family mores may become widely recognized as a problem among the
conforming intelligentsia, and not a preference or a matter of social
indifference (which has been the case for the last twenty or thirty
years). If and in so far as that happens, progress will be made in
finding policies appropriate to discouraging some people from
voluntarily creating lone-parent structures, while ameliorating the
difficulties of their children who, without exception involuntarily,
find themselves within them.
What is quite certain is that any policies aimed at strengthening
the social institution of the family of two successfully committed
parents that are not accompanied by, and embedded within, a
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profound change in the public opinion which the conforming
intelligentsia has succeeded in creating, will fail. Without such a
change in perception and attitude, at best the social policy-maker
will continue to resemble Tawney's famous shoe-maker, who
thought that the way to satisfy the customer who had complained of
his shoddy workmanship was to make him a pair of equally shoddy
shoes, but two sizes bigger; or today's equivalent of Tawney's
church-goer, who thought she could make up for putting a counterfeit 50-pence piece in the collection one Sunday by putting in a
counterfeit £1 coin the next.
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But what if the discussion had been about traffic, where `the rise in crime is an illusion' school of thought
has played no role, and not about murder, where it has? Parents perceive the roads as having become more
dangerous. Child road casualties have not significantly increased. If the argument in this context was that the
perceptions of parents of increased danger `flew in the face of the facts', because official figures showed no
significant rise in child road injuries and deaths, it would have been immediately recognized for the logical
error it is. Because it is in the context of crime, its illogicality passes unremarked.
The increased dangers created by the automobile industry by producing more cars, like the increased
dangers created by the pornography industry by producing more child molesters, have been combatted by
intensifying adult control over children's outdoor (though not their indoor) activities, and diminishing
children's freedom to play unsupervised in their own neighbourhoods (though not in their own rooms).
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